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Executive Summary
Fire Chief Jeff Piechura
The second edition of the Northwest Fire District Standards of Cover (SOC) fulfills in
part the requirements for our reaccreditation effort with the Commission on Fire
Accreditation International. It is a cornerstone document for the District and serves to
identify the fire and non-fire risks in our community, analyze and establish levels of
response service to respond to those risks, and evaluate our performance. The
development of this Standards of Cover has been a comprehensive process involving
hundreds of hours of involvement of management staff as well as labor.
The Northwest Fire District (NWFD) first became accredited in 2007 by the Commission
on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI). As part of that effort we developed our first
Standards of Cover document. That experience identified improvement opportunities
that resulted in several service enhancements the past five years including an
inspection program based on occupancy risk priority, improved total response times,
and enhanced reporting methods that allow us to analyze data in ways we have not
been able to before. The risk analysis and resulting response coverage included in this
document is reflective of the all-hazards response capability of Northwest Fire District.
These all-hazards categories include fire/rescue, EMS, hazmat, and technical rescue.
The SOC also includes a risk analysis for large scale hazards such as floods and
pandemics.
This Standards of Cover reflects that Northwest Fire District currently meets baseline
response time standards as described in the CFAI Fire & Emergency Service Self
Assessment Manual, 8th Edition. We have developed benchmark (goal) response
times that we will endeavor to meet in the coming years as we continue make several
technological improvements and as additional resources become available. These
response time goals will contribute to our commitment to continually improve how we
deliver our services.
The Standards of Cover development illustrates that emergency medical services
continues to be the leading service delivered, accounting for over 80% of total
emergency calls. NWFD has for many years provided as a minimum advanced life
support level service on every EMS call and as a result of this document as well as
other evaluative reports will continue to seek out opportunities to provide the best
emergency medical services possible.
In conclusion, this Standards of Cover is a dynamic document that reflects the changing
needs of NWFD and serves as a mechanism for constantly seeking opportunities for
improvement. The SOC is a key element in our plan to reduce risk to our residents and
visitors. We are committed to providing the most effective services in a fiscally
responsible manner and to continually evaluate our performance in the constant pursuit
of improvement.
I
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Section 1 - Community Served
Legal Basis for Existence and Description of the Governance Model
The Northwest Fire District (NWFD) was established in 1983 by a group of
conscientious residents in the unincorporated area of northwest Tucson who were
dissatisfied with fire and rescue services that at the time were provided by a private
entity on a subscription basis. On August 23, 1983, an election pursuant to Arizona
Revised Statutes § 48-261 was held for the purpose of creating the Northwest Fire
District. On October 18, 1983, the Pima County Board of Supervisors passed
Resolution No. 1983-241, which stated that a majority of the votes cast in the election
were in favor of forming the Northwest Fire District; and that the Northwest Fire District
was duly organized and established; and furthermore recognizing the boundary as
described in the resolution.
Arizona Revised Statutes §48-804 requires the Governing Board to meet monthly and
as part of its duties to prepare an annual budget. The Governing Board through
resolution or via the budget process reviews and approves policies or services provided
by the District. NWFD is operated under the same title, Chapter 5, Article 1. As per this
document, NWFD is administrated by five elected board members who serve staggered
four year terms.
Northwest Fire District operates under mission, vision, and philosophy statements
(Attachment 1). These provide the foundation for the strategic plan and the annual
strategic plan update. An annual budget process is completed by the Budget
Committee and adopted by the Fire Board. A Strategic Plan that is updated annually is
intended to be a guiding document for the budget development process.
Within its legal boundaries (Attachment 2), NWFD provides fire, emergency medical
services (EMS) and special operations response services to an area of approximately
140 square miles and to a population of 110,3581 people, with over 34,000 residing in
the Town of Marana 1, and the remainder of the population residing in unincorporated
Pima County north of the City of Tucson. The legal boundaries include areas of
unincorporated areas of north Pima County and the majority of the Town of Marana.
Several industrial, commercial and residential occupancies outside the legal boundaries
are served on a contractual basis. NWFD provides services to a broad classification of
population densities including suburban, rural, and wilderness. Population
characteristics are further discussed in the Population subsection. NWFD protects
property within its boundaries assessed at a total of $1.047 billion. Northwest Fire
District has a chief administrative officer (Fire Chief) that serves on a contractual basis
to the Fire Board (see Attachment 3 for organizational chart).
1

Source: 2010 U.S. Census data and the Pima Association of Governments
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Major Milestones in Past Ten Years
NWFD has had numerous significant milestones the past ten years, some of which are
highlighted below:
Figure 1.1

Four-story training tower at the new Training
Center. Phase I of the Training Center opened in
August, 2011, with Phase II scheduled for
completion in February, 2012.
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Funding Sources
Funding is provided primarily through property tax assessments of $2.71 per hundred
dollars of secondary assessed value (2011-2012 fiscal year tax rate, and includes the
2004 Bond). Other minor funding sources include various state and federal grants, the
Arizona State Fire District Assistance tax, and billings generated from state wildland
firefighting contracts.
The Northwest Fire District has maintained the same levy for the past four years. As
such, it expects property tax revenue to be flat for the foreseeable future. Unrelenting
declines in property assessed values, coupled with recent property tax reform passed in
the State of Arizona, will continue to have an impact on what the District can and will
levy in future years.

Figure 1.2

Funding sources
property taxes 89%
grants 1%
wildland revenue 6%
fees/permits 2%
other 2%
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Topography
The Northwest Fire District lies within the Sonoran Desert in Southeastern Arizona.
Elevations above sea level within the District boundaries vary from approximately 2200
feet in the Santa Cruz River floodplain to approximately 4100 feet in the Tortolita
Mountains near the northern edge of the District. The topography within NWFD varies
from flat, flood-prone land near the Santa Cruz and Rillito Rivers, to steep, rough rocky
terrain in the Tucson and Tortolita Mountains. Much of the developed area of the
District lies on gentle to moderate foothills with typical Sonoran Desert vegetation that is
light to moderate in density.
The Santa Cruz River, running generally from south to north and bisecting NWFD, is the
major drainage/water feature. There is a substantial amount of commercial and
residential development along the Santa Cruz River, nearly all of which is protected by
soil cement channel lining along the river (see figure 1.3). All of the rivers and washes
in NWFD are seasonal, with the exception of several miles of the Santa Cruz River
which has a perennial low volume flow of water from two wastewater treatment plants.
The transition areas between the mountains and floodplain areas are primarily alluvial
fan 2 deposits that can be susceptible to localized flooding during periods of heavy rain.
Figure 1.3
Soil
cement
lining

Aerial view of residential subdivision in Station 334’s
Figure ___
first due area, adjacent to Santa Cruz River. The
banks of the river with adjacent developed areas are
lined with a soil cement embankment.

2

Alluvial fans are fan-shaped deposits of water-transported material (alluvium). They typically form
at the base of topographic features where there is a marked break in slope. Consequently, alluvial
fans tend to be coarse-grained, especially at their mouths. At their edges, however, they can be
relatively fine-grained.
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Large residences in the Tortolita Mountains, Station
337’s first due area. Similar residential settings
can be found in Stations 332, 335, and 339
first due areas.
Figure 1.5

Residential subdivision located on alluvial fan, also in
Station 337’s first due area.
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Climate
According to the Köppen climate classification system, the Tucson area is classified as
semi-arid 3. Average rainfall is approximately 12 inches, the vast majority of which falls
during the summer “monsoon” season and the winter months. The typical relative
humidity is low compared to many other areas of the country, with humidity readings in
the single digits not uncommon in late spring and early summer months. The major
weather event in the District usually consists of severe thunderstorms that are triggered
by a monsoonal moisture pattern from the Gulf of Mexico, generally occurring in July,
August, and the first half of September. These storms often produce heavy lighting and
trigger flash flooding and strong microburst winds, which can approach 70 mph.
Winters are generally mild, with the number of nights dropping below freezing rarely
exceeding 15. Daytime highs during winter months are generally 60-75 degrees, and
daytime highs during the summer months range from 95-115 degrees. The area is
susceptible to prolonged drought periods; Southern Arizona is in the midst of a multiyear drought. The charts on the following page summarize the average rainfall and
temperature by month.
Figure 1.6

Annual Precipitation (inches)
Source: National Weather Service Tucson Office
3
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3

These climates are characterized by where precipitation is less than potential evapotranspiration.
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Average High/Low Temperatures
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
Avg High 66 69 74 82 92 100 100 97 95 85 74 65
Avg Low 40 42 46 53 61 69 74 73 69 57 46 39

Water Supply
As in any desert community, water is a critical resource. There are two basic sources of
water in the District. Groundwater from beneath the Tucson Basin is the primary source
of water. In addition, the Central Arizona Project canal passes through the District and
provides an additional shared source of water from the Colorado River. Currently, this
imported water is blended with native groundwater prior to service delivery and in the
future will account for the majority of water usage in the District. Effluent is also a
growing source of water; this is limited to irrigation of golf courses, parks, and other
grass areas in the District. With the continued development of the use of Central
Arizona Project water and effluent, along with an aggressive conservation program, it is
projected the area will have sufficient water supply to keep pace with the projected
growth. The District is served by five different water entities, all of which are publicly
owned and operated. The majority of the District’s urban/suburban developed areas are
provided with adequate hydrant networks; development areas without hydrants are
further discussed and illustrated in Section 4.

Population
As listed previously, population within the District boundaries is 110,358. Seasonal
residents, most of whom are senior citizens, cause the population to grow several
thousand during the winter months. While the daytime population of NWFD is higher
than the permanent population, there is no reliable source for an accurate estimate of
what this increase is.
The United States Fire Administration has identified three populations that are most at
risk from fire. They include children under the age of five, physically disabled people,
and people over the age of 65. From 2010 U.S. Census data and assistance from the
Pima Association of Governments, children under five make up 6% and adults over the
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age of 65 make up 15% of the District population. The following chart illustrates the
ethnic makeup of the District.

Figure 1.8

Ethnic Distribution
7%

3%

White
Black

24%

Hispanic
Asian/Pacific

2%

other

63%

The Commission on Fire Accreditation International Fire & Self-Assessment Manual
defines the following population density classifications:
•
•
•
•

Urban - An incorporated or unincorporated area with a population of over
30,000 and/or a population density over 2,000 people per square mile.
Suburban – an incorporated or unincorporated area with a population of
10,000 to 29,999 and/or any area of 1000-2000 people per square mile.
Rural – an incorporated or unincorporated area with total population of
less than 10,000 or with a population density of less than 1000 people per
square mile.
Wilderness – any rural area not readily accessible by public or private
maintained road.

The highest density value in the District has 1,503 people per square mile. This statistic
along with the somewhat scattered pattern of the higher density areas leads to the
definition of three population density classifications in NWFD. The following charts
illustrate the District’s population density characteristics.
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Figure 1.9

Population Density by Area
Wilderness
26%
Rural
74%

Figure 1.10

Population by Density Classification
Rural
12%

Suburban
88%

Development within the Service Area
Many changes in demographics and service delivery types and levels have occurred
since the District’s inception in 1983. Originally serving approximately 60 square miles,
the District continues to grow at a rapid rate. As new development occurs within the
Town of Marana in areas that are not within the District boundaries, annexation
processes bring the development within the District. The Town of Marana is expected
to continue to grow in the coming years, although at a much slower pace than the past
ten years. The town grew an incredible 157% from 2000 to 2010. Development in the
unincorporated areas of the District are expected to grow at slow pace in the near
future, though this is dependent on how much of the incorporated areas are annexed in
the future by the City of Tucson, the Town of Marana, and Town of Oro Valley (see
Attachment 4 for current boundaries).
The vast majority of the development within NWFD is residential including single and
multi-family dwellings. There is a substantial presence of retail occupancies along with
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a smaller percentage of warehouse and industrial type facilities. Major surface
transportation features include Interstate 10 that diagonally bisects the District, State
Highway 77 that runs north-south near the eastern boundary of the District, and several
multi-lane major arterial roadways. Several significant roadway projects have been
completed in the past year, which have had a positive effect on response times:
•
•
•

I-10/Twin Peaks interchange (see figure 1.11)
Twin Peaks Road connection b/w I-10 and Tangerine Road
La Cholla Blvd widening
Figure 1.11

Interstate 10 & Twin Peaks Road Interchange opened
November, 2010 resulting in a positive impact on emergency
service delivery within this area of NWFD.

Several significant arterial roadway widening projects are currently underway in the
district. These include sections of La Cholla Boulevard, Cortaro Road, and Magee
Road. A major reconstruction of the busiest intersection in the District, Oracle and Ina
Roads, is planned in the next two years. A multi-year I-10 widening project that will
occur in three phases recently began near the southern boundary of the District. It is
expected that these large construction projects will result in an increase in freeway
responses.
Other existing major development features NWFD provides service to include:
•
•
•

A large hospital/medical office complex
Numerous senior adult care facilities that vary in occupancy from less than ten to
several hundred.
Two large resorts
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A large wastewater treatment plant
One high school, two junior high schools and 16 elementary schools

Layout of the Area Served
Residential occupancies occur in virtually all areas of the District, except in the defined
wilderness area. Moderate to high densities of residences generally occur in the south
half of the District, with decreasing densities as the distance to the west, north and east
District boundaries decrease. Stations 330, 331, 333, and 338 serve the vast majority
of this area. Areas of higher residential occupancies also occur in the close proximity of
stations 334, 336, 337, and 338.
The lower density residential areas often occur in the wildland/urban interface area that
is defined in Section 4. Retail occupancy densities generally follow the residential
density pattern. The majority of industrial occupancies occur near the southern-central
District boundary and along the south half of I-10 that traverses the District.
As previously described, approximately 16 miles of Interstate 10 runs in a general
northwest-southeast direction through the District. A transcontinental Union Pacific
railroad parallels I-10. There are no navigable waterways in NWFD. Marana Regional
Airport is the only airport within the Northwest Fire District. There is only private air
traffic at this facility and is not yet indexed for commercial air traffic. Portions of
Northwest Fire District lie within the ten mile approach pattern for Tucson International
Airport and Davis-Monthan Air Force Base.

Union Pacific Railroad operates approximately 50 trains daily
through the District on their transcontinental line. There is also
an Amtrak passenger train that uses the line three times a week,
eastbound and westbound. A second parallel line is scheduled
to open in the next several years that could double the train
traffic through NWFD.
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Section 2 – Services Provided
Northwest Fire District provides a broad based level of professional proactive
(prevention) and reactive (emergency) services to its residents and visitors.
Prevention services provided include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CPR and first aid classes
Fire code inspection
Fire investigation
Plans review
Fire education programs in elementary schools
Infant/child car seat installation
Certified babysitting classes

NWFD provides a wide variety of non-emergency services that include:
•
•
•
•

Reptile removal
Smoke detector battery replacement
Invalid assists
Community Assistance Program that aids victims and family members
following a traumatic event such as a fire or death.

Emergency services provided include:
•
•
•
•

Fire Suppression and Rescue
Emergency Medical Services at the Paramedic level
Hazardous Materials response at the technician and specialist level 4
Technical Rescue services at the technician level 5

These services are discussed in further detail within this section.

Staffing
The Northwest Fire District's emergency response units are staffed consistently
throughout the District with trained and qualified personnel who were selected through
competitive testing to obtain their positions. All personnel are required to be certified as
4

As defined in NFPA 472, Standard for Competence of Responders to Hazardous
Materials/Weapons of Mass Destruction Incidents, 2008 Edition.
5
As defined in NFPA 1670, Standard on Operations and Training for Technical Search and
Rescue Incidents, 2009 Edition.
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a Firefighter I and II, pursuant to the State of Arizona training requirements, Hazardous
Materials Operations, and complete the NIMS 100, 200, 700 and 800 online programs.
In addition, response personnel are at a minimum Emergency Medical Technician-Basic
certified as per Arizona Department of Health.
Each fire engine is staffed with a Captain, Engineer, Paramedic, and Firefighter. All
apparatus are staffed with ALS personnel with a minimum of one paramedic. Rescues
are staffed with a paramedic and a non-probationary firefighter. Rescue drivers
complete a Support Vehicle Class which includes instruction on driving emergency
vehicles and engineers complete training in accordance with guidelines in NFPA 1002,
Standard for Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator Professional Qualifications. Ladder trucks
are cross-staffed by engine personnel (fire officers at stations with ladders trucks must
decide which apparatus to respond in based on the type of incident and structure).
Ladder crews have gone through additional training to become “ladder qualified.” The
captain and engineer are always replaced with ladder qualified engineers or captains
when they are off sick or on vacation.
The District’s staffing policy requires four personnel on an engine/ladder and two on a
rescue. There is an exception which allows an engine or ladder to have only three
personnel as long as neighboring fire stations are at full strength and the absence is
less than six hours. Currently Operations allows 10% of the shift personnel to utilize
paid time off, a relative standard used in the fire service. Due to the complexity of the
District’s response configuration, size of emergency personnel force, and external
factors to daily staffing (i.e. scheduling mandatory training, annual physicals, apparatus
testing, wildland assignments, etc.), daily staffing via Telestaff 6 is the responsibility of a
scheduling captain under the supervision of a shift Battalion Chief.
NWFD is divided into two suppression battalions of five fire stations, north and south of
Ina Road. The South Battalion (Battalion 331) consists of Stations 330, 331, 332, 333,
and 335. The North Battalion (Battalion 332) consists of Stations 334, 336, 337, 338,
and 339. Station 349, located at Thornydale and Quasar, houses the Wildland
Operations Center. (Refer to Figure 2.1)

6

Telestaff (www.telestaff.com) is a staffing software program automatically schedules personnel to
for shift schedules aligning them to work demands according to their ranks, specialties, and
availability.
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Apparatus and Equipment
The NWFD operates ten fire engines (pumpers), four rescues, two battalion chief trucks
and cross staffs two ladders trucks from ten stations. The District is constantly staffed
with 51 personnel per day. The District has six support vehicles that are staffed when
personnel are available:
•
•
•
•

three water tenders
utility truck (provides air, scene lighting, rehab, and salvage materials)
light aircraft rescue firefighting (ARFF) truck
rehab vehicle

Additional personnel (referred to as rovers) become available to staff these units when
personnel have not called off sick or taken vacation time. Rover personnel are
assigned to support apparatus per the District’s Daily Staffing Policy 7, with priority given
to staffing the utility truck and tenders in the north and south battalion.
An Adaptive Response Engine (ARE) is staffed on Tuesdays through Fridays between
0800 and 1800 hours in response to recommendations outlined in the 2006 Standards
of Response Cover document. Engine 342 is assigned as the ARE and is stationed at
Station 338. EN342 covers training, truck maintenance, or other activities which would
cause an engine company to be out-of-service or out of their area. When not being
utilized for scheduled activities, which is uncommon, EN342 moves to areas that are
experiencing high call loads or respond to emergency calls out of the busier stations.
This unit is staffed with a regular staffing crew and is their full time assignment. The
ARE was placed in service in 2007 on a trial basis and is currently staffed with rover
pool personnel.
Figure 2.2 lists the mobile resources of the District and their respective assigned
stations.

7

NWFD Standard Operating Procedure #6902
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NWFD Mobile Resources
South
Battalion
330
331
332
333
335
North
Battalion

Constant Staffed Positions
Battalion
Chief

EMS
Captain

1

Engine

Rescue

1
1
1

1
1

Ladder Tender
1
1*

1

1
1
1
Constant Staffed Positions
Battalion
Chief

334

Engine

Rescue

1

1

Support
Apparatus

1
Ladder Tender

336
1
337
1
338
1
1
1*
339
1
*Ladder company staffing toggles between engine and ladder

1

Utility
Brush Truck
Haz Mat/IC; Light
Rescue
Rehab
Support
Apparatus
RRT
ARFF Truck;
MMRS
ARE Engine
Brush Truck

Overall the District’s emergency response fleet is modern and in excellent condition.
With the delivery of four new fire engines in 2010, there are now sufficient reserve
engines to ensure minimal downtown of first responding units. Four reserve engines
and two reserve rescue trucks are equipped with a basic standard load and ready for
deployment.
All fire engines are NFPA 1901 compliant, Type I 8 engines with 1250 gpm pumps, with
tank capacities between 500 and 750 gallons of water depending on models, and 1000
feet of 5” supply hose. Six of the ten engines are equipped with Compressed Air Foam
Systems (CAFS), originally intended to address water supply issues in some of the
response areas (i.e. Tucson Mountains and portions of the Town of Marana). However,
these systems have been plagued with problems and add a significant cost to the fire
apparatus and maintenance. In addition, longer wheel bases on the CAFS engines do
not accommodate some of the roadways/driveways in the rural and wilderness station
areas. These problems and costs have led the District to at least for the foreseeable
future move away from CAFS. The four engines purchased in 2010 are not CAFSequipped, but do have Class A foam systems. The equipment on front-line fire engines
is consistent throughout the District and NFPA 1901and ISO-compliant. Equipment that
8

Per Federal Emergency Management Administration - NIMS Typing Guide, 2007
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is present on all engines/ladders and sets the NWFD apart from many other
departments or districts includes:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Thermal Imaging Cameras
Hydraulic extrication tools including spreaders, a cutter, and a set of rams
ALS Equipment
Carbon monoxide monitor
Mobile Data Computer. Each apparatus is equipped with a MDC, effective in
providing incident address and unit tracking. The District is in its first generation
of MDCs with current laptops over five years old. New MDC’s will be installed in
late 2011, along with the new Intergraph Dispatch System implemented by City
of Tucson Communications. The newer laptops will support better mapping and
pre-plan information.
High volume positive pressure fans for positive pressure ventilation attack at
structure fires
Swift water and rope rescue equipment

As mentioned earlier, NWFD operates two NFPA 1901 compliant, Type 1 ladder trucks:
 Ladder 331 – 1999 Smeal 100’ ladder with a bucket. LD331 carries 250 gallons
of water and has a 2000 gpm pump. This ladder was the District’s first true
ladder truck and the only ladder truck until Ladder 338 went into service in 2005.
This ladder can reach all of the windows at Northwest Medical Center (tallest
structure in NWFD), and has been used in several water rescues along the Santa
Cruz River.
 Ladder 338 – 2005 Smeal 105” ladder with straight stick (no bucket), and a 1500
gpm pump. The addition of LD338 has taken a big burden off of LD331 and
provides a much quicker ladder response to the northern portions of the District.
The second ladder enables the District to have at least one ladder available if the
other ladder crew is on an incident in their Engine or the Ladder is out of service
for maintenance. Two NWFD ladder companies provide an upgraded initial alarm
assignment to industrial and commercial buildings, addressing critical fireground
tasks sooner. Technically both of the District’s aerial apparatus are “quints” 9 but
are deployed primarily for ladder company functions.

9

A quint is defined as an apparatus that serves the dual purpose of an engine and a ladder truck.
To be defined as a quint, an apparatus must have a pump, water tank, fire hose, aerial device, and
ground ladders.
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Fire Stations and other Facilities
Fire Station 330: Casas Adobes (Orange Grove and La Canada)
Built: 2011 (replacement structure)
Apparatus: Engine 330, Rescue 330, Tender 330
Staffing: Six personnel, with a rover when available
This is one of three original NWFD fire station locations and was replaced with a
new structure in 2011. Historically, this has been the NWFD’s busiest station.
Since the construction of fire station 333 the call load has become more
balanced with 331 and 333. A majority of the station’s call load is in the area of
Northwest Medical Center. Station 330 also responds to the Westward Look
Resort and homes on the west side of First Avenue, which due to distance and
traffic congestion are at the longer end of response time standards.
Fire Station 331: Flowing Wells (Ruthrauff and La Cholla)
Built: 1996
Apparatus: Engine 331, Ladder 331, Rescue 331, Utility 331 (Air, Light, Rehab,
Salvage), Battalion 331
Staffing: Six personnel, with a rover when available. Battalion 331 and
Operations
Headquarters are located directly behind Station 331.
This station was built and originally operated by the Flowing Wells Fire District
prior to the merger in 1996. This station covers an economically depressed area
and responds to a high number of assaults, shootings, stabbings, and drug
related incidents. It also see a relatively high volume of structure fires, many of
which are mobile homes.
Fire Station 332: Tucson Mountains (Camino Del Cerro west of Silverbell)
Built: 2011 (Replacement structure)
Apparatus: Engine 332, Brush 332
Staffing: Four personnel
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Fire Station 332 is another of the original NWFD fire stations and was replaced
with a new structure in 2011. FS332 primarily serves residential occupancies,
with many large residences in the wildland/urban interface. Due to the rugged
response area in Station 332’s area and the potential for brush fires, a brush
apparatus is housed in the station. Brush 332 can also respond into Station 335’s
area, which presents similar response challenges.
Fire Station 333: Casas Adobes West (Ina and Shannon Roads)
Built: 2009
Apparatus: Engine 333 (CAFS), Rescue 333, Haz-Mat 333 (Hazardous
Materials and Command Vehicle), LQ 333 (Light Rescue Vehicle), EC 331
Staffing: Six personnel
This station replaced an original station 333 located at Thornydale and Quasar
(just outside of the District boundaries), which severely restricted the number of
incidents this station could respond to within response time objectives. The new
location was a result of analysis completed for the 2006 SOC. FS333 primarily
serves residential, retail and business office occupancies.
EMS Captains (EC), one per shift, are stationed at FS333 and respond to all full
alarm calls throughout the District. They serve as Incident Safety Officers on
working fires and other multi-company incidents.
FS333 houses the Hazardous Materials Team who are crossed trained in
technical rescue at the technician level and are members of the District's RRT
(Rapid Response Team) program. The office and workshop of the District’s
SCBA/PPE Technician is also currently housed at FS333.
Fire Station 334: Continental Ranch (Silverbell and Wade)
Built: 1993, addition and remodel completed 2004.
Apparatus: Engine 334 (CAFS), Rescue 334, and Squad 334 (RRT Truck)
Staffing: Six personnel
FS334 houses the Technical Rescue Team who are crossed trained as
Hazardous Materials Technicians and participate in the District's RRT program.
This station responds via mutual and automatic aid to Picture Rocks Fire District.
It serves a combination of residential, commercial, and industrial occupancies. A
large diameter, high pressure gas line, transcontinental railroad and Interstate 10
also run through FS334 first due area.
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Fire Station 335: Tucson Mountains (Sweetwater and Ironwood Hills)
Built: 2006 – converted large residential structure, relocated from temporary
station
Apparatus: Engine 335 (CAFS), Tender 335, Rehab 335
Staffing: Four Personnel, with a rover when available
This station was added to cover the southern portion of the District which
historically had response times greater than 15 minutes. The current fire station
is a private residence converted to a fire station. This area is challenged with
water supply that is sufficient for firefighting operations. Gates Pass Road, which
travels through the Tucson Mountain Park area, provides this station with
sometimes complicated scenes when cars go over the edge of the road and
down an embankment. These incidents are generally responded to with Drexel
Heights Fire District as the jurisdictional lines split at the top of the pass.
Fire Station 336: Marana (Marana Main Street)
Built: 2005 (replaced a modular temporary facility at another location)
Apparatus: Engine 336 (CAFS), Tender 336, ARFF 336 (Light Airport Response
Truck), MMRS 336
Staffing: Four personnel, with a rover when available
Station 336 was built with a high capacity for apparatus and personnel in
anticipation of strong future growth in the first due area. FS336 provides
coverage for the Marana Regional Airport with a light ARFF response truck that
is capable of handling a fire from a small airplane crash. The District’s MMRS
(Metropolitan Medical Response System) truck is also housed at FS336. Station
members are trained in the deployment of the MMRS apparatus and the
associated equipment and supplies it carries.
Station 336 responds with Avra Valley Fire District (AVFD) in two primary ways.
First, the Avra Valley Fire District has the CON (Certificate of Necessity
stipulating a transport agency) for most of FS336's first due area. Secondly,
through existing mutual aid agreement, Station 336 and other NWFD crews
assist AVFD with working fires or large auto accidents.
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Fire Station 337: Dove Mountain (Tortolita Rd)
Built: 1997
Apparatus: Engine 337 (CAFS)
Staffing: Four personnel
FS337 was added after the District annexation of this area in the mid 1990’s and
at about same time of a period of high residential construction that continued up
to 2008. This station covers mostly residential occupancies along with a small
amount of commercial occupancies at the south end of the first due area. The
first due area includes some of the District’s highest value homes, virtually all of
which exist in a wildland/urban interface. FS337 responds to the Ritz Carlton
which is adjacent to the District and pays on a response basis. With the
completion of the Twin Peaks overpass and road connecting to Tangerine Road
in 2010, FS337 is able to provide first alarm assistance into the North Continental
Ranch area, providing second or third due response to FS334 crews.
Fire Station 338: Sunset Point (Cortaro and Star Grass Rds)
Built: 2007
Apparatus: Engine 338 (CAFS), Ladder 338, Engine 342, Battalion 332
Staffing: Four personnel, plus four personnel for EN342 (ARE), and Battalion
332 Headquarters.
Fire Station 338 is a relatively new addition to the District’s response capability
and satisfies another recommendation set forth in the 2006 SOC. It is the
District’s only two-story station. Adding FS338 and a second ladder to the
response force was intended to decrease response times to the core area of the
District, and to the Countryside residential development. FS338 serves primarily
a residential area along with a high school, middle and elementary school and
commercial occupancies.
Fire Station 339: Villagio (Tangerine and Thornydale Roads)
Built: 2010
Apparatus: Engine 339, Brush 339
Staffing: Four personnel
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This station was originally planned with the development of Saguaro Ranch, one
of the most exclusive developments in the state. Response times to this
development from FS337 would have exceeded 15 to 20 minutes. In addition to
the Saguaro Ranch development over the last several years this area has been
one of the busiest in terms of development, including several commercial
properties, such as Tangerine Crossings and Sky Ranch, both planned high
density housing developments, prior to the recent economic downturn. FS339
serves primarily a residential area along with some commercial development.
There are a substantial number of high value homes in FS339 first due area that
are in a wildland/urban interface environment. Due to rugged terrain and the
potential for brush fires in Station 339’s first due area, a brush truck is housed in
Station 339.
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Figure 2.5 represents the square mileage and population percentage served by
each station. Figure 2.6 represents the call load for each station during the
period of 2008-2010.
Figure 2.5

Station

First due area in
square miles

Population by percentage

330

8

15%

331

5

19%

332

12

6%

333

6

16%

334

19

13%

335

17

5%

336

35

3%

337

19

3%

338

12

18%

339

7

2%
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Figure 2.6

All Calls by Station
South Battalion
330
331
332
333 (relocated in 2009)
335
Total
North Battalion
334
336
337
338
339 10
Total

2008
24.3%
20.4%
3.5%
15.4%
3.6%
67.1%
2008
12.8%
5.7%
4.2%
10.0%

2009
26.3%
23.0%
2.9%
15.7%
2.9%
70.8%
2009
11.1%
5.3%
2.7%
9.7%

2010
25.1%
22.9%
2.4%
17.0%
2.8%
70.2%
2010
10.5%
6.3%
3.2%
9.5%
0.4%
33.0% 29.1% 29.9%

Administration/Prevention: (Massingale Road/I-10 Frontage Road)
Acquired: 2003
This facility houses all administrative and prevention personnel including the fire chief,
assistant chiefs, health/safety officer, fire marshal and prevention staff, human
resources, finance, and associated support personnel. Car seat installation is provided
from this facility.
Training Center: (Star Commerce Way, west of I-10)
Built: 2011 (Phase I)
This new facility includes a four story training tower, two story Class A burn building,
three dirty 11 classrooms, hazmat and TRT training prop area, grinder area, pump test
pit, training apparatus bays and locker/shower room capacity for a 24 person academy.
Phase II is scheduled for completion in early 2012 and will include three formal
classrooms and training staff offices.

10

Station 339 opened in March, 2010.
“Dirty” classrooms are classrooms that can accommodate personnel while in their work-out or
personal protective clothing.
11
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Wildland Operations Center (FS349)
Built: 1994 (original FS333 site)
Apparatus: Two Type 3 and one Type 6 engines
This facility houses the Ironwood Hot Shots Type 1 crew and the special operations
battalion chief. This facility also houses the saw repair shop.
Logistics (Star Commerce Way west of I-10)
Built: 2004
Apparatus: 4 reserve engines, 2 reserve rescues, public education trailer
The Logistics facility houses the fleet department and warehouse. The facility include a
three-bay apparatus work area and is adjacent to the new training center.

Emergency Services Provided
Fire Suppression/Rescue Services
As indicated earlier in this section, fire suppression/rescue services are provided
utilizing four person staffed Type 1 engine and ladder apparatus and two person staffed
rescue trucks. The effective response force (see Section 4 for background) for
residential structure fires includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

three engines
one ladder truck
one rescue truck
one command officer
one EMS/ISO captain (deployed as a safety officer on fire and multi-unit
emergency scenes)
Support apparatus are added to the response once it is determined to be a
working incident.

The effective response force for commercial, industrial, and multi occupancy apartment
fire assignments includes:
•
•
•
•

three engines
two ladder trucks
one rescue truck
one heavy rescue
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• one command officer
• one EMS captain.
• Support apparatus are deployed similar to the residential assignment, along with
a second battalion chief.
The effective response force for vehicle extrication includes:
•
•
•
•

Two engines
One rescue
One EMS/Incident Safety Officer
One battalion chief

Second alarms essentially duplicate the initial alarm. If needed, additional resources
are available from surrounding fire districts (see Attachment 5). NWFD changed the
commercial assignment in early 2011 in response to a review of critical fireground tasks
and consistent with best practices learned from a class, Incident Management of
Greater Alarms, conducted at the National Fire Academy. The primary recommendation
taken from the NFA class was to front load alarm assignments and order additional
alarms early, to ensure an adequate response force completing critical tasks early in an
incident.
Shift commanders are in agreement that the upgraded response to commercial
assignments, particularly multi-family occupancies, has led to more fires being held to
the apartment of origin. In addition, there is a perception among the Battalion Chief
core that units are returning to service quicker due to initial aggressive fire attack and
suppression. An analysis of the overall effect on response reliability has not been
conducted due to the recency of this change in response protocol. However, the new
CAD system currently being configured and to be operational in 2012 will facilitate
better data collection for overall on-scene times as well as other performance
benchmarks.
Emergency Medical Services
Emergency medical service (EMS) responses in 2010 comprised 83% of the total
responses within the District. EMS responses have increased by 2% the last three
years, and this upward trend is expected to continue given an increasingly aging
retirement population within the District coupled with general population increases and
changes within the overall health care system.
The Northwest Fire District remains steadfast in its pursuit to be a premier provider of
Fire Based EMS within the community. System oversight, quality control, and meeting
the training demands of an ever evolving and enhancing prehospital care system
remain a constant challenge.
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The organizational structure of the EMS Division consists of the following
personnel/positions:

Figure 2.7

The District’s EMS Battalion Chief is responsible for the overall strategic direction,
operational readiness and effectiveness of medical operations and administration within
the District. In addition to District specific responsibilities, the EMS Battalion Chief also
has regional responsibilities which include participation in pre-hospital care committees
and liaison duties with the District’s Medical Director at Northwest Medical Center.
The shifts EMS Captains are responsible for oversight of EMS operations on a 24/7
basis across both Battalions (North/South). They oversee the activities of over twenty
(20) Paramedics per shift and function as a direct liaison to all hospitals in the region.
EMS Captains have several responsibilities:
•
•
•
•

Incident safety officer on multi-unit emergency scenes
Represent each shift as the infectious control officer
Provide quality assurance review of patient care reports
assist with EMS training.

The District provides in-house ALS Refresher Training for all paramedics, providing a
consistent re-certification process and ensuring no breaks in service for any personnel.
Current projects such as Electronic Patient Care Reporting (EPCR) and reimbursement
to shift personnel for BLS Refresher Training are slated for completion in late 2011.
NWFD is the authority having jurisdiction and provides primary medical aid to all
medical responses, but currently does not provide transportation for the sick and
injured. The patient transportation needs within the NWFD are provided by several
agencies that hold a Certificate of Necessity (CON) which is an Arizona State License
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that allows for transportation and cost recovery 12. The Picture Rocks Fire District has a
CON that covers a small area within NWFD Stations 334 and 336 first due area and the
Avra Valley Fire District maintains a CON that covers a small northern portion of NWFD
Station 336’s first due. The majority of the NWFD is covered by overlapping CON’s
owned by the Rural Metro Corporation and its subsidiary, Southwest Ambulance.
The dispatching needs for patient transportation follow a different pathway depending
on which agency is dispatched. The Avra Valley Fire District and the Picture Rocks Fire
District are currently on the same dispatching system as NWFD and once dispatched
units are able to communicate with each other. Rural Metro and Southwest units are not
on the same dispatching system and receive courtesy notification pages from the City of
Tucson advising them of the EMS call. No radio communication is possible between
NWFD units and the Rural Metro/Southwest transports.
The following parameters are in place with respect to when ambulances are dispatched:
 Non-critical and BLS patients (Alpha and Bravo level) - Response to these types
of calls are generally less urgent in nature, and will afford more time for an
ambulance to arrive. Ambulance transportation does not occur automatically on
these call types. Ambulance transportation is requested by the Company Officer
and/or Senior Paramedic on scene when necessary.
 Critical and Unstable patients (Charlie, Delta and Echo level) - Response to calls
involving critical or unstable patients demands expediency in each component of
the pre-hospital system. Ambulance transportation is automatically initiated on
any call involving patient(s) who require advanced life support and rapid transport
to ensure the best possible outcome.
Hazardous Materials and Technical Rescue Services
All District personnel are trained to the Operations level in Hazardous Materials and
most personnel (except the most recent Academy class) are trained to the operations
level in rope rescue. Front-line apparatus are equipped with rope rescue equipment and
small spill containment supplies.
The Northwest Fire District Special Operations Team is divided into two specialty areas:
Technical Rescue (Rope, Confined Space, Structural Collapse, Water Rescue, and
Trench Rescue) and Hazardous Materials. Each of these specialties have units
designated to stations and are staffed with qualified Technician level trained personnel
on all shifts. Currently 34 Hazardous Materials and Technical Rescue Technicians are
cross-trained in each discipline, providing the District good depth in staffing for
emergency events. The District is a primary partner in the State of Arizona Rapid
12

Arizona Revised Statutes 36-21 and 22 and Arizona Administrative Code Title 9 Chapter 25 article 912.
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Response Team (RRT), Metropolitan Medical Response System (MMRS) and Tucson
Urban Area Security Initiative (TUASI).

Specialized Services (Wildland and ARFF)
The purpose of the Wildland Division is to provide wildland fire management expertise
and response resources to the Operations Division. Responsibilities include
suppression operations, pre-suppression fuels work, training, records management, and
equipment design for the District. The Wildland Division works closely with Arizona
State Forestry, serving as one of their cooperative resources for Wildland fires on State
protection lands. To mitigate brush fires during summer months, in-district brush truck
staffing occurs between April and approximately July 15th, depending on monsoon rain
conditions. At least one brush truck is staffed daily during daylight hours and is housed
at Station 349. When not responding to brush fires, the brush truck crew will assist with
non-emergency calls such as reptile removals and smoke detector installations.
The District’s ARFF program consists of a light rescue vehicle (ARFF 336) housed at
Fire Station 336 and annual refresher training for station personnel on proper foam
application utilizing ARFF 336. In addition crews are responsible for conducting
walkthroughs of the Marana Air Park facility annually.

Mutual Aid and Automatic Aid Agreements
Mutual aid resources are available through the following agencies (see Attachment 5):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Golder Ranch Fire District (Automatic Aid also)
Picture Rocks Fire District (Automatic Aid also)
Avra Valley Fire District (Automatic Aid also)
Three Points Fire District (Automatic Aid also)
Drexel Heights Fire District
Tucson Fire Department

Emergency Services Workload
In 2010, NWFD responded to a total of 12,536 calls; this represents a decline of 2.9%
from 2009 and a decline of 8.2% from 2008. This decline can mostly be attributable to
the implementation of a new reptile removal dispatch protocol that decreased the
number of reptile-related calls by over 75%. This enabled first due units to be better
situated within their first due area (in-house).
Nearly all fire call categories also showed a decrease in volume. There were categories
of increased call volume over the past three years; these included invalid assists (10%
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increase 2008-2010) and EMS-minor (6% increase 2008-2010). The following table
represents the volume and types of calls for the period of 2008-2010.

Figure 2.8

Frequency of All Incidents
2008-2010
RISK
EMS
EMS-MINOR
EMS-URGENT
FIRE
FIRE ALARMCOMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL
FIRE-BRUSH FIRE
FIRE-OTHER
FIRE-STRUCTURE FIRE
FIRE-VEHICLE FIRE
SERVICE-OTHER
HAZMAT
SPECIAL TEAM-HAZMAT
SERVICE
SERVICE-INVALID ASSIST
SERVICE-OTHER
SERVICE-ANIMAL RELATED
TEST
TEST CALL ONLY
TRT
SPECIAL TEAM-TECHNICAL
RESCUE
TOTAL CALLS
DAILY AVERAGE

2008

2009

2010

10049
4427
5622
1463

10496
4724
5772
1384

10389
4696
5693
1333

539
164
532
123
104
1
0
0
2113
333
1780
11
17
17
1

557
158
456
120
92
1
7
7
993
360
633
8
5
5
1

519
153
460
119
80
2
4
4
799
368
430
12
12
1
1

1
13662
37.4

1
12900
35.3

3
12540
34.4

Like many fire agencies across the country that provide first responder emergency
medical services (EMS), this service has become the dominant service provided in
Northwest Fire District. In 2010 EMS related calls accounted for 83% of the total call
volume. The two most frequent type of EMS calls, sick person and falls/back injuries,
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have grown each year in volume during the period of 2008-2010. The following table
lists the EMS call type and frequency for the period of 2008-2010.
Figure 2.9

Types and Frequencies of EMS Calls
DESCRIPTION
SICK PERSON
FALLS/BACK INJS (TRAUMATIC)
BREATHING PROBLEMS/ASTHMA
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
CHEST PAINS
UNCONSCIOUS/FAINTING
UNKNOWN PROBLEM (MAN
DOWN)
TRAUMATIC INJURIES/SPECIFIC
CONVULSIONS/SEIZURES
HEMORRHAGE/LACERATIONS
ABDOMINAL PAINS/PROBLEMS
STROKE/CVA
OD/INGESTION/POISONING
DIABETIC PROBLEM
ASSAULT/RAPE
CARDIAC/RESPIRATORY ARREST
HEART PROBLEMS
MEDICAL REACTIONS/ALLERGIES
BACK PAIN (NON TRAUMATIC)
CHOKING
HEADACHE
CHILD LOCKED IN CAR
PREGNANCY/CHILDBIRTH
STAB/GUNSHOT WOUND
ANIMAL BITES/ATTACKS
EXPOSURE HEAT/COLD
BURNS/EXPLOSION/SCALDS
EYE PROBLEM/INJURY
MAJOR MEDICAL FULL ALARM
INHALATION
DROWNING/DIVING ACCIDENT
ELECTROCUTION
Grand Total
DAILY AVERAGE
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2008
1681
1252
1061
1034
914
576

2009
1797
1338
1104
981
901
651

2010
1951
1369
1002
982
941
648

407
487
416
380
349
336
300
338
322
315
354
319
255
263
315
264
309
315
265
305
282
240
230
207
209
193
163
150
151
140
180
194
132
120
135
117
114
109
108
56
49
63
63
53
56
50
63
51
45
34
38
31
28
33
31
29
29
17
17
18
10
8
9
10
9
8
4
3
8
7
6
4
6
6
3
2
2
2
10049 10496 10388
27.5
28.7
28.4
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Volume of calls were analyzed for the following periods of time:
•
•
•

Time of day
Day of week
Month of the year

As the table in Figure 2.10 indicates, the heaviest call volume period occurs from 0900
to 2200 hours, accounting for 75% of the call volume. The top four call volume hours of
the day are 2000 hours, 1900 hours, 1000 hours, and 2200 hours; cumulatively these
hours account for 21% of the total call volume. The period of 0100 hours to 0600 hours
accounts for just 8% of the total call volume.
Figure 2.10
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The following tables illustrate EMS and Fire call volume by hour of day:
Figure 2.11

Figure 2.12
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Day of the week call volume is relatively evenly distributed, with Fridays generally
having a slightly higher call volume. Sundays had the lowest volume for the 2008-2010
reporting period.
Figure 2.13

The highest call volume by month for the period of 2008-2010 is March, followed by
April and October. The lowest call months are September, February, and January.
Figure 2.14
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Location of emergency service calls generally parallels population densities and the
concentration of extended care facilities and medical facilities. The following table
illustrates call volume by station first due 13.
Figure 2.15

Call Volume by Station - 2010
0.35%
3.20%

2.80%

Station 330

9.50%

Station 331
25.10%

6.30%

Station 332
Station 333
Station 334

10.50%

Station 335
22.90%

17.00%

Station 336
Station 337
Station 338

2.40%

Station 339

RISK

Current Performance (2010)
NWFD measures current performance as total response time which includes the sum
of:
• Pick-up to dispatch time (call processing)
• Turnout time
• Travel time
To address the diversity of terrain and population clusters within NWFD, Demand Zone
A (suburban) and Demand Zone B (rural/wilderness) response areas were established
as part of the 2006 SOC development. The District formulated performance goals for
emergency response by demand zone, and evaluated the performance goals as part of
the development of this SOC to determine baseline performance. Due to recent U.S.
Census 2010 population statistics released from Pima County as well as a need for the

13

It should be noted that this data represents 2008-2010, as such Stations 333 (new location) and
Station 339 do not have a full three years of data represented in this chart.
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District to address a segment of the response area that presents unique access issues,
a third Demand Zone is being considered.
Current 2010 performance data for all call types is presented in Figure 2.17 and is
categorized by the two Demand Zones the District utilizes. Demand Zone A represents
the suburban developed area of the District and nearly 90% of the population. Demand
Zone B represents the rural and undeveloped (wilderness) area of the District and
slightly more than 10% of the population. These Demand Zones are discussed in more
detail in Section 3. Figure 2.16 on the following page illustrates these demand zones.
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Figure 2.17

ALL CALL TYPES – 90th
Percentile
Baseline Performance – 2010
Alarm Handling Pick up to
Dispatch
Turnout Time
Turnout Time
1st Unit
Travel Time, 1st
Travel Time
unit
(Distribution)
Travel Time
ERF*
Total Response
Time 1st unit on
Total Response scene
(distribution)
Time
Total Response
Time ERF*
(Concentration)

Demand Zone A Demand Zone B
1:42

1:40

1:33

1:37

5:42

7:37

10:46**

14:26**

8:11

10:52

12:49**

12:51**

* Effective Response Force
** Fire responses only

Based on the Commission on Fire Accreditation International’s Fire & Emergency
Service Self Assessment Manual (FESSM) population density classification, Demand
Zone A meets the “suburban” population density classification, Demand Zone B meets
the “rural” and “wilderness” (undeveloped) density classification. FESSAM baseline
total response time for suburban densities is 9 minutes, 30 seconds (1st unit on scene)
and 16 minutes (effective response force on scene). For rural densities the baseline
total response time is 16 minutes (1st unit) and 21 minutes (effective response force).
NWFD current performance is well under these baseline total response time
requirements. Additional response related data and discussion can be found in Section
3.
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Section 3 – Community Expectations and Performance
Measurements/Goals
As mentioned in Section 1, the Northwest Fire District was formed in 1983 by residents
who wanted a higher level of fire and EMS service than they were receiving. Since then
NWFD has steadily improved its level of service to the community. Several
mechanisms have been used to ensure that the services provided reflect the service
level desired by the residents.
•
•

•
•

Town Hall Meetings – In 2010, a series of four town hall style meetings were held
to gain input from the public regarding their expectations of NWFD provided
emergency services.
As part of the preparation of the 2009-2012 Strategic Plan, internal and external
stakeholders meetings were held. External stakeholders that participated in
these meetings included hospital staff, other fire service and EMS providers,
local chamber of commerce, political bodies and homeowner associations.
The elected Governing Fire Board is also a source of community expectations,
input and direction is given by the Board regarding service levels.
A service survey sent to 3,600 residents is now being processed with final results
expected by November, 2011.

Based on input received to date, the public expects a high level of emergency services
from NWFD. This includes EMS at the advanced life support level and a fire
suppression force sufficient to contain a fire to its area of origin. Input also indicates
that the public expects NWFD to be able to mitigate other emergencies such as swift
water rescues and hazardous materials emergencies. Based on this input, NWFD
develops performance goals based on the premise of limiting risks to the District
community and its people from fire, injury, death and property damage associated with
fire, accidents, illness, explosions, hazardous materials incidents, and other natural man
made emergencies through prevention and response.
Getting to an incident in a timely manner and performing a series of highly coordinated tasks
are critical to the success of any emergency response force. The measurements of
response time and on scene performance are target indicators for measuring the operational
elements (personnel and work units) that comprise NWFD response resources. These
factors and time related issues of emergencies were reviewed as part of the performance
goal development process.

Cascade of Events
The Commission on Fire Accreditation International has defined response time elements as
a cascade of events. The response performance continuum that makes up the cascade of
events includes the following time points and time intervals:
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∗

Event Initiation Point – the point in time where events occur that trigger an
emergency response. The event initiation point may occur sometime prior to
recognition. For example, a homeowner places briquettes in a paper bag
near an exterior wall, and awakens some time during the night to the wall on
fire.

∗

Response Event Alert - that time when a person becomes aware and/or a
device (i.e. smoke or heat detector) detects that a situation is unfolding which
will require some sort of emergency response.

•

Recognition Period - the time interval between the event initiation point and
the response event alert.

∗

Alarm - the event when an alert transmits an activation that notifies the
appropriate emergency responders.

•

Alarm Transmittal Period – the time interval between the response event alert
and the alarm. This time period may be a call for assistance that goes directly
to the local dispatch center (911) or a call that goes to a remote alarm
monitoring company that then retransmits it to the local dispatch center.

∗

Alert - the period when an alarm is received at the local dispatch center by
electronic or other means.

∗

Alarm Received Period - period of time from the alert to the time when the
dispatcher notifies the appropriate company initiating an emergency
response. This is a two-fold process: first, a call taker receives the call and
then transfers it to another dispatcher who employs the Computer Aided
Dispatch (CAD) system to notify the proper company of the emergency
response. NWFD employs the City of Tucson Communications Center as its
primary dispatch center.

∗

Alarm Processing – the time interval from the point at which a request or
alarm is received and transmitted to emergency responders. Alarm
processing time is the time interval between realization that an emergency
exists up to the point that this information is retransmitted via the internal
alarm system to the attention of the specific agency’s resources.

∗

Turnout Period - the period of time between when a company’s individual
tones are activated and the time when the company officer pushes the
“Respond” button on the MDT14 followed by a verbal confirmation on the
mobile radio. The turnout period is the time when a crew receives an alarm,

14

Mobile Data Terminal
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confirms the address, suits up in the proper gear, and climbs aboard the
apparatus to respond.
∗

En Route – the point in time when the responding company informs City
Communications they are responding (out the door).

∗

Travel Period – the period of time from when the responding company goes
en route to the time when the crew arrives on-scene at the emergency site.

∗

On-scene – the point in time when the responding company physically arrives
at the emergency site. This point in time is confirmed by the company officer
pressing the MDT “Arrive” button, or via verbal confirmation on the mobile
radio.

∗

Working Period – the period of time from when the responding company
arrives on-scene to when the company goes back in service. This is the
period when crews physically take steps to mitigate the event. This stage is
dynamic due various types of incidents, incident locations, time of day and
year, and emergency actions performed at the scene.

∗

In Service Stage – the point in time when a company has mitigated the event,
has been re-supplied, and is at full strength to respond again. NWFD units
use the MDT button (if equipped) or by verbal confirmation to indicate that the
company is “In Service”.

∗

Customer Interval – This measure is an indicator of the customer’s perception
of the performance of the emergency services system. The Customer Interval
includes the Alarm Processing Period, the Turnout Period, Enroute, the Travel
Period, and the On-Scene Period. This entire period of time reflects the
amount of time the customer has to wait to receive service.
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Figure 3.1 - Cascade of Events
Event
Initiation

911 call made

Response
Event Alert

911 call

Alarm

Customer
Interval
(reflex
time)

Alert
Alarm
Received
Alarm
Processing

Response
Time (NWFD
direct control)

Turnout
Time
Enroute
Travel Time
On Scene
Working
Period
In Service

Relationship between Fire Behavior and Response Times
Established research shows that fire progresses through various stages of development in a
predictable sequence. As a result, firefighters encounter a wide range of fire conditions at
each fire, depending on when they arrive on scene and initiate suppression activities. Fires
may be at an early stage while others may have already gained control of an entire
structure. Regardless of the speed of growth or length of burn time, all fires go through the
same stages of growth if the fire is allowed to continue unchecked. These stages include (in
an airtight room):
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The Incipient Stage – When an ignition source raises a fuel above its ignition
temperature causing it to ignite. The visible burning at this stage is still limited
to the immediate area of origin. The combustion process continues to release
more heat, which heats nearby objects to their ignition temperature, and they
begin to burn.
The Free Burning Stage – During the early part of this stage, the oxygen
content is approximately 21%; the fire produces heat, fire gases and smoke
depending on the fuel; and the temperature may only be slightly raised. As
this stage progresses, cooler air is drawn in at the bottom of the fire, heated
fire gases and smoke rise vertically and then begin to bank down, the
temperature rises and oxygen content decreases. This will continue until the
temperature can easily exceed 1000 F0, and either reaches its flashover15
point and then enters the smoldering stage, or goes directly into the
smoldering stage without flashing over.

∗

∗

The Smoldering Stage – As the fire continues to burn, the temperature
continues to rise, the amount of carbon monoxide and smoke continues to
increase, the oxygen content continues to decrease, and as a result the rate
of combustion decreases and the fire eventually just smolders. In this phase,
the oxygen content is reduced to about 15%, the room will completely fill with
hot gases and smoke, the temperature can exceed 1300 F0, and the
volumetric expansion of gases will increase by a factor of three or more. If not
disturbed, the fire will eventually become unable to sustain combustion
because of oxygen deficiency and will self-extinguish. However, if oxygen is
suddenly introduced a “backdraft” may occur resulting in an explosion like
reaction.

Because of the varied conditions that can be encountered, a common reference
point needs to be identified so that comparisons and performance objectives can
be set under equal conditions. The most critical point from a life safety and
property conservation point of view is the point at which flashover occurs. It is at
this point that the escalation in fire conditions significantly challenges the Fire
District’s resources as well as the safety to its members. Thus, a key performance
objective is to mitigate a fire prior to the point of flashover occurring. Figure 3.2
illustrates the sequence of suppression effort events and the time associated with
them v. products of combustion, measured quantitatively.

15

A flashover occurs at the stage of a fire at which all surfaces and objects within a space have
been heated to their ignition temperature, and flame breaks out almost at once over the surface of
all objects in the space.
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Figure 3.2

Flashover is a significant event at a fire for two reasons. First, the chance of survival for
anyone (including firefighters in full protective clothing) in room when flashover occurs is
very unlikely. Second, a flashover creates an exponential growth in the rate of combustion,
which in turn requires a greater amount of water and resources to reduce the fire’s burning
temperature to below its ignition temperature.
While variable, the time to flashover from the time of ignition in residential and commercial
occupancies with typical, modern day, hydrocarbon based contents is often 8 to 12 minutes
from time of ignition. The optimum performance objective is to maintain enough staffing and
equipment/apparatus, strategically located, so that the minimum acceptable response force
can reach a reasonable number of fire incidents to prevent a flashover event.
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Relationship between life-threatening medical conditions and response time
As the first responder, NWFD is the primary provider of EMS care to its constituency.
NWFD provides advanced life support care with a minimum of one paramedic on all first-out
companies, including engines, ladders, and rescues. This level of service is important as
illustrated in the American Heart Association “chain of survival” below.

This standard states that basic life support should be provided within four minutes of cardiac
arrest, with advanced life support care initiated within eight minutes of occurrence. As
information from the American Heart Association in Figure 5.4 illustrates, the survival rate
drops significantly when the time exceeds four minutes to initiate defibrillation and the
survival rate is extremely low when the time to initiate defibrillation exceeds six minutes.
Clearly a rapid response time has a tremendous impact on the outcome of these patients.

Development of Service Demand Zones
As previously described in Section 2, demand zone boundaries for the District were revised
slightly from the 2006 SOC in March, 2011 based on updated incident statistics for the
period of 2008-2010.
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Zone A represents the suburban areas of the District, with a population density between
1000 and 2000 people per square mile. Zone A also includes the following characteristics:
∗ contains roughly 90% of the District’s population
∗ contains the majority of high hazard risks according to the field risk assessments.
∗ 88% of the call volume occurs within this zone.
∗ Includes Stations 330 and 331 as well as the majority of Stations 333, 338 and 334
first due area. It also includes the medium to high density housing developments in
Stations 336, 337, and 339 first due areas.
Zone B represents the rural and some small suburban areas of the District. Zone B
generally has population densities of less than 1000 people per square mile, with the vast
majority of the area having less than 500 people per square mile. Zone B includes the
following characteristics:
∗ contains roughly 10% of the District’s population
∗ contains predominantly low to medium hazard risks
∗ 12% of the call volume occurs within this zone
∗ the zone primarily covers Station 332 and 335’s area, as well as the majority of
Stations 336, 337, and 339 areas. Zone B also includes the northern portion of
Station 333’s area and much of the southwest portion of Station 334’s area.
A third area was also identified but as of yet has not been given a designation as a “zone”.
This was categorized as “wilderness”, which is defined as remote, undeveloped areas of the
District where there is no call history. Figures 3.3 - 3.5 illustrate the response times within
these two demand zones.
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Community Baseline Performance – Emergency Service Response
The following figures represent the baseline response performance for the period of
2008-2010 (subject to a third party quality assurance process, numbers may change
following this process).
Figure 3.3

ALL EMERGENCY CALLS- 90th
Percentile Baseline Performance
Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Turnout Time

Turnout Time to
1st

Travel Time 1st
Unit Distribution

Travel Time
Travel Time ERFConcentration

Total
Response
Time

Total Response
Time 1st Unit on
Scene
Distribution
Total Response
Time ERF
Concentration

2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010
3YR
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Suburban
ZONE
"A"
01:51
01:53
01:42
01:49
01:55
01:39
01:33
01:44
06:58
06:51
05:42
07:10
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
09:08
08:19
08:11
08:34
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Rural
ZONE
"B"
01:57
01:56
01:40
01:49
01:59
01:51
01:37
01:52
09:28
08:59
07:37
09:41
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
11:42
10:42
10:52
10:52
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
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2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010

Suburban
ZONE
"A"
01:56
01:49
01:49
01:51
02:06
01:48
01:41
01:54
08:15
07:41
07:27
07:51
10:26
09:50
10:46
10:17
09:48
09:17
08:55
09:26
13:53
11:59
12:49

3YR

12:43

FIRE EMERGENCY CALLS - 90th
Percentile Baseline Performance
Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Turnout Time

Turnout Time to
1st

Travel Time 1st
Unit Distribution

Travel Time
Travel Time ERFConcentration

Total
Response
Time

∗

Total Response
Time 1st Unit on
Scene
Distribution
Total Response
Time ERF
Concentration

Two responses only in the Rural Zone “B” for 2008
ERF = Effective Response Force
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Rural
ZONE
"B"
01:54
02:00
01:41
01:54
02:06
01:55
01:41
01:57
10:23
10:53
10:07
10:27
*
14:21
14:26
14:26
12:06
12:17
11:25
12:02
20:44
13:49
12:51
18:07
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2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010
3YR
2008
2009
2010

Suburban
ZONE
"A"
01:51
01:52
01:39
01:48
01:50
01:37
01:31
01:41
07:09
06:37
06:34
06:47
11:01
09:40
09:04
10:05
08:33
07:56
07:49
08:06
14:42
13:09
12:14

Rural
ZONE
"B"
01:55
01:51
01:38
01:48
02:00
01:50
01:34
01:51
09:31
08:41
08:27
08:54
15:35
13:59
16:08
15:29
10:54
10:03
09:44
10:12
19:30
17:40
19:20

3YR

13:37

19:10

EMS EMERGENCY CALLS- 90th
Percentile Baseline Performance
Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Turnout Time

Turnout Time
1st unit
Travel Time
1st unit Distribution

Travel Time
Travel Time ERFConcentration

Total
Response
Time

Total Response
Time 1st Unit on
Scene
Distribution
Total Response
Time ERF
Concentration

ERF = Effective Response Force

.
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HAZMAT CALLS - 90th Percentile Baseline
Performance

Suburban
ZONE "A"

Rural
ZONE "B"

2008

01:59

01:45

2009

01:46

02:18

2010

01:54

01:48

3YR

01:57

01:59

2008

02:08

01:56

2009

01:41

01:42

2010

01:33

01:44

3YR

01:58

01:51

2008

09:25

09:16

2009

07:14

09:57

2010

07:53

11:02

3YR

08:11

09:55

2008

11:27

16:04

2009

8:56

16:51

2010

9:24

No calls

3YR

9:41

16:28

2008

11:15

10:38

2009

08:48

10:39

2010

09:51

14:41

3YR

10:07

10:50

2008

*

*

2009

17:17

*

2010

15:58

*

3YR

17:09

*

Alarm Handling

Turnout Time

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Turnout Time to
1st

Travel Time 1st
Unit Distribution

Travel Time
Travel Time ERF Concentration

Total
Response
Time

Total Response
Time 1st Unit on
Scene Distribution
Total Response
Time ERF
Concentration

*Total hazmat ERF call volume for the 2008-2010 period, Demand Zone A =4,
Demand Zone B = 3, insufficient numbers for calculating at the 90th percentile.
ERF = Effective Response Force
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Community Performance Benchmarks for Emergency Services
The following turn out and total response time benchmarks (goals) for response time
elements have been developed (BL = baseline/current performance, BM = benchmark)

Turn Out Time Baselines and
Benchmarks
All call
Fire
EMS
BL
BM BL
BM
BL
BM
1:33 1:15 1:41 1:30 1:31 1:00
Demand Zone A (suburban)
All call
Fire
BL
BM BL
BM
st
1
8:11 7:00 8:55 7:20
due
ERF
N/A N/A 12:43 10:20
Demand Zone B (rural)
All call
Fire
BL
BM BL
BM
1st
10:52 9:00 1:25 9:20
due
ERF N/A N/A 12:51 14:45

EMS
BL
7:49

BM
7:00

HazMat
BL
BM
9:51
7:20

TRT
BL
8:11

BM
7:20

12:14 10:20 15:58l 11:20 INSF* 11:20

EMS
BL
9:44

BM
9:00

HazMat
BL
BM
14:41 9:20

TRT
BL
BM
10:10 9:20

19:10 14:45 INSF* 15:45 INSF* 15:45

* INSF = Insufficent call volume data to produce statistically relevant statistics.
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ISO Rating
The current ISO rating for NWFD is 3 (hydranted areas), and 8B (non-hydranted areas).
This latest rating occurred in 2009; the previous 2001 rating was 4/9. Another ISO
rating is not expected for at least five years, sooner if the boundaries of NWFD change
significantly through annexations or mergers, or a combination of both. A further
improvement in the ISO rating is not anticipated due to the geographic nature of the
District, and the additional station and crew resources that would require to move from a
“3” to a “2” rating. Attachment 6 outlines the specifics of the 2009 rating.
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Section 4 – Risk Assessment
Risk Management is defined as the identification and evaluation of risks, and the
development, selection, and implementation of control measures up front to lessen the
probability of a harmful consequence 16. Managing risk for others is, in fact, the Fire
District’s primary mission. The United States Fire Administration identifies four factors
for a successful risk management plan 17. These include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Risk Identification
Risk Evaluation
Risk Control Techniques
Risk Management Monitoring

The first two factors are part of the risk assessment process that NWFD conducted in
this section. Risk control techniques and risk management monitoring are addressed in
Sections 5 and 6.
Community risk management consists of risk assessment and risk control. Conducting
a comprehensive risk assessment allows the Fire District to identify the magnitude and
scope of the risk of fire, rescue, medical emergencies, hazardous materials and
technical rescue emergencies as well as other types of emergencies that threaten life,
property, or the environment. It is important to note that we are always faced with
“residual risk”; it is not possible to eliminate all risk. The public’s tolerance of risk, as
well as the elected Fire Board members and senior management, determine the
allocation of risk and determine the acceptable level of residual risk. This is most often
done through a risk-benefit/cost analysis and is directly related to the resources that are
readily available to help lessen risk.
Levels of risk depend on the interrelationship of three factors:
• the probability of an undesired event occurring
• a harmful or desirable consequence
• the severity of the harm that might result
Figure 4.1 illustrates the considerations of risk assessment in a community. There is
always some degree of probability, ranging from low to high, that an event will occur.
There are always consequences ranging from low to high, when an event occurs. Each
event creates different requirements in the community for commitment of resources.
16

Gordon Graham, www.firenuggets.com
Risk Management Practices in the Fire Service, Federal Emergency Management Agency,
United States Fire Administration, 1996.
17
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Figure 4.1 – Risk Based Response Polygon

High Probability
High
Consequence

DISTRIBUTION

Low Probability
Low Consequence

CONCENTRATION

PROBABILITY

High Probability
Low Consequence

Low Probability
High
Consequences

CONSEQUENCES

Each quadrant shows the probability of occurrence and the consequences of
occurrence for each event included in the risk assessment. The quadrants also help to
define the relationship between community requirements and the commitment of
resources.
Measurement of risk can be objective or subjective, or a combination of both. Objective
risk is measured by evidence-based research, data analysis, statistical information, and
other reference material. Subjective risk is essentially interpretation of unclear data, or
anecdotal evidence. The interpretation is done by senior staff that have experience at
interpreting this type of data and have years of experience to reinforce their “gut feel” of
a particular risk. Simply put, the goal of the risk assessment process is to determine the
probability of an event occurring, as well as the potential consequences (hazard
assessment) of that event. From this analysis, a combination of objective and
subjective measurements defines the level of response to these events.

Unique risk factors associated with NWFD
When analyzing risk assessment and developing response performance goals,
consideration must include many subjective and objective factors that are unique to NWFD.
These include population density and demographics, political and legal realities, weather
and topography, water supply, and surface street layout.
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Population Density
Unlike many career fire departments that serve areas that are based on a street “grid”
pattern and have a relatively low variance of population density, Northwest Fire District
serves a wide variety of areas that are accessed from an irregular road network. This
includes areas of population densities that meet suburban concentration criteria, to large
expanses of areas with a very low density of population, or no population at all. NWFD
serves its jurisdiction with a higher concentration of resources in the suburban area of the
district verses the rural/wilderness area of the District. This is in direct response to call
volume history and high consequence areas which could require a high volume of resources
in the event of an incident. Figure 4.2 illustrates the varying population densities of the
District.

Farm in Station 336’s low density, rural area.

Senior citizen independent/assisted living facility
in Station 330’s first due area, one of the more
highly populated areas of the District.
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Multiple Jurisdictions
Also relatively unique when compared to most other career fire departments, NWFD serves
three municipal-like governmental jurisdictions: unincorporated areas of Pima County, the
Town of Marana, and a small area of the Town of Oro Valley. Maintaining an effective
relationship with all of these entities is key to providing desired services to meet the
identified risks in both areas.
Unincorporated Areas Within NWFD Area Without Fire Protection
Due to action taken in 2011 by Rural/Metro Corporation, a for-profit, private entity, areas
near the northern portion of the Districts’ boundaries will be without fire protection if current
annexation efforts are unsuccessful (see Figure 4.3). Rural/Metro’s default action created a
need for the District to draft response policies specific to those areas. Pursuant to Fire Board
action (Resolution 2011-003), and to be in compliance with the policy of the Northwest Fire
District 18 to not respond into areas that are not covered by other fire agencies, or areas
that choose not to annex into a fire agency, with the following exception(s):
•
•

Requests by law enforcement to respond to roadway vehicle
accidents requiring extrication. These services will be eligible for
cost recovery.
Wildfire incidents that threaten Northwest Fire District jurisdiction.
These services will be eligible for cost recovery.

Figure 4.3 illustrates these areas.

18

This NWFD policy is in accordance with the Arizona State Constitution Gifting Clause, Article IX,
Section 7.
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Mutual and Automatic Aid
The Northwest Fire District does maintain mutual and automatic aid agreements with
several surrounding fire districts, including the Golder Ranch (GRFD), Picture Rocks
(PRFD), Avra Valley (AVFD), and Three Points Fire Districts. Due to the change in
response configuration as a result of a critical task analysis conducted in late 2010 (as
noted in Section 3), GRFD units are dispatched more frequently on first alarm
assignments into NWFD, as well as NWFD units responding to GRFD.
The District does not have any direct automatic or mutual agreement with Tucson Fire
Department (TFD) to assist with daily routine operations; this represents the largest
shared common border in the District. However, for large incidents Tucson Fire
Department resources are available through state and county mutual aid agreement.
Mountain Vista Fire District (MVFD) responds to areas immediately to the east of the
District boundary, utilizing Rural/Metro Corporation, a for-profit, private entity to provide
staffing. In order to avoid potential possible public scrutiny for “gifting” services to a
private entity, NWFD does not have any mutual or auto aid agreement with MVFD. Not
having mutual or automatic aid with two fire/EMS service providers that border a
significant portion of NWFD hampers efforts to have effective distribution and
concentration of resources and thus becomes a factor when looking at risk assessment.
Water Companies
Approximately 90% of the suburban developed area of NWFD is hydranted; generally
speaking, there is a hydrant within 1000 feet of a commercial or residential occupancy
in these areas. These areas are served by five water entities; a breakdown of the
hydrants within NWFD by entity is shown below.
Figure 4.4

None of the water entities perform regular inspection and maintenance functions as
required by the Insurance Services Organization. As a result, NWFD performs this
function annually (by first due companies) for each hydrant within the District. This
takes a substantial amount of resources each year. Flow capabilities also vary widely
with each entity. Areas without hydrants are identified on response maps, and tenders
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dispatched as part of the initial alarm assignment (Self Assessment Manual
Performance Indicator 9A.9).
The non-hydranted areas of the District require water supply by relay pumping, which uses
large diameter supply lines and adequately spaced engines to pump the supply lines, or by
using tender shuttles that bring the water directly to the scene from a reliable water source.
Both of these methods of water delivery take longer to develop than using a conventional
hydrant supply, thus increasing the risk in these areas. These areas are essentially limited
to large lot residential areas of the District.
Economy and Impact on the Residential Housing Industry
Northwest Fire District previously served one of the fastest growing areas in the state.
The unincorporated areas of northwest Tucson and the Town of Marana grew at a rapid
rate with a number of planned housing developments built or in the process of building
prior to the recent economic downturn. As a result of the recession, large numbers of
homes within District boundaries remain unoccupied and unattended, which present
significant risk to neighbors in protecting their own properties from damage due to fire.
In addition, the lack of revenue generated due to reduced tax collections creates a fiscal
challenge for the District in serving these areas.
Transportation Networks
There exist several significant factors that hinder emergency responses, these include:
•

A transcontinental railroad traverses the District north to south. Approximately
50 trains travel through the District on a daily basis. The length of each train
has increased significantly to over one mile in length. Four of the six primary
crossings are grade level crossings at major arterials that often delay
emergency response. An overpass was added in 2010 at the Twin Peaks
Interchange which facilitates emergency response east and west in the North
Battalion. In the South Battalion it is not unusual to have an emergency
vehicle delayed due to a railway crossing. Arizona Department of
Transportation has a long-range (10 year) construction plan starting in 2011 to
build overpasses from Ruthrauff to Ina Road. Although transportation within
the construction areas will pose significant problems for emergency response,
the long-term goal of creating uninterrupted access east and west of I-10 for
all NWFD stations will serve District residents well in the future.

•

The Santa Cruz River also traverses the District, flowing in a south to north
direction. Many of the major arterial roads are bridged; however, these
bridged roadways are spaced at substantial distances, again often making for
less than ideal response routes.

•

The lack of a centralized, grid pattern street lay-out contributes to response
challenges. This is most evident in the Tucson Foothills area of the District
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where the winding road system often includes dead ends, contributing to
longer response times.
•

Two trends in subdivision roadway design/access are also contributing to
slower response times. These include traffic calming devices (speed
humps/bumps) and the increasing popularity of subdivision and residential
access gates. Although most of the access gates can be opened via the
emergency vehicle’s opticom system, there still exists a delay in emergency
response.

EMS Risk Analysis
In 2010, 28 of 34 calls each day were EMS related, with sick person (EMS-Minor) being
the most prevalent call type. Since 2006 sick person calls have increased by 26% while
traffic accidents, which were the most prevalent EMS call type at that time, have
decreased by 22% (see NWFD 2006 SORC, Risk Assessment, Table 4.2). There is
also a corresponding decrease in the number of traumatic injuries typically seen with
traffic accidents, but generally speaking the majority of call types are trending upward
as anticipated with few remaining consistent with previous years.
CALL TYPES EVALUATED
BREATHING PROBLEMS/ASTHMA
CARDIAC/RESPIRATORY ARREST
CHEST PAINS
CHOKING
DIABETIC PROBLEM
DROWNING/DIVING ACCIDENT
HEART PROBLEMS
MAJOR MEDICAL FULL ALARM
OD/INGESTION/POISONING
STAB/GUNSHOT WOUND
STROKE/CVA
UNCONSCIOUS/FAINTING

Analysis of the most time sensitive 19 call types reveal the majority of these calls occur
within the core areas of the District covered by station’s 330 (25%), 331 (24%), 333
(17%), and 334 (10%). Response time analysis specific to these emergencies show
response time improvements being achieved in three of four stations from 2008-2010.
While major roadway construction projects occurred during this timeframe impacting
station 331’s routing to the majority of all responses (fire and EMS), further analysis is

19

Time sensitive calls are those medical conditions where early and aggressive medical interventions are
imperative for better patient outcomes. If early and aggressive medical care is not provided, these
conditions are likely to deteriorate rapidly potentially resulting in permanent disability or death.
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required to adequately determine the cause of the rising response times as
demonstrated.
As indicated in Section 1, the majority of total EMS call volume occurs during the
daytime hours, specifically during the 0800 to 2000 hours, which is consistent with the
response patterns by hour for all incident types. Responses to the most prevalent EMS
call types increase during the timeframes consistent with all incident types, generally
between the hours of 0800 and 2000.

Figure 4.4
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The majority of cardiac arrest responses in 2010 occurred within the core response area
of the District, particularly the medical complexes, assisted living facilities and nursing
homes situated around stations 330, 331, and 333.
Figure 4.7

Fall injuries are the 2nd most prevalent EMS response type within the District. 2010 data
shows the majority of instances occurred within the core response areas, and similar to
cardiac arrests are occurring more frequently around the medical complexes, assisted
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living facilities and nursing homes situated around stations 330, 331, and 333. In
addition, the data also demonstrates a large percentage of these incident types
occurring in and around the retirement communities within close proximity to station
334.
EMS Critical Task Analysis
EMS conducted a critical task analysis in late 2010 in preparation for reconfiguring response
protocols. Critical tasks for EMS call types were developed based on national, state, and
regional protocols. Tasks were identified as either sequential (requiring one task to be
completed before another task is started), or concurrent (tasks can be accomplished at the
same time as other tasks). A total number of required personnel was identified by call type,
and then matching NWFD resourcing was programmed into the dispatch protocols. One
sample EMS call was evaluated in each level to determine total personnel required.
LEVEL “A” (ALPHA): ERF (Effective Response Force) - 1 Rescue Company with 2
personnel
• Sick
• Minor Cuts
• Bleeding
• Fall

Level "A" Fall Injury
Critical Tasks
1. Access to Scene
2. Primary Assessment
3. Secondary
Assessment
4. Information
Gathering
5. Scribe
6.
Stabilization/Treatment
(Procedure)
7. Supervise/Safety
8. Lift/Package
Total Alpha Assignment
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Number of
Personnel
2 - Sequential
1 - Sequential
1 - Sequential
1Concurrent
1 -Concurrent
2 - Sequential

1Concurrent
2 - Sequential
2
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LEVEL “B” (BRAVO): ERF for Level B Fall Injury EMS calls: 1 Rescue with 2 personnel
ERF for Level B MVA’s: 1 Rescue (2) and 1 Engine (4)
•
•

MVA
Assault/Rape

Level "B" Fall Injury
Critical Tasks
1. Access to Scene
2. Primary Assessment
3. Secondary
Assessment

Number of
Personnel
2 - Sequential
1 - Sequential

1 - Sequential
14. Information Gathering Concurrent
5. Scribe
1 -Concurrent
6.
2 - Sequential
Stabilization/Treatment
(Procedure)
7. Supervise/Safety
1 - Sequential
8. Lift/Package
2 - Sequential
Total Bravo Assignment 2

Level "B" MVA
Critical Tasks
1. Size Up Scene
2. Hazard Mitigation
3. Traffic Control
4. Triage
5. Primary Assessment
6. C-Spine
7. Secondary
Assessment
8. Information
Gathering/Scribe
9.
Stabilization/Treatment
(Procedure)
Lift/Package
10. Supervise/Safety
Total Bravo Assignment
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Number of
Personnel
1 - Sequential
2 - Sequential
1Concurrent
2 - Sequential
1 - Sequential
1Concurrent
1 - Sequential
1Concurrent
2- Sequential

1Concurrent
6
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LEVEL “C” (CHARLIE): ERF - 1 Engine Company with 4 personnel
•
•
•
•
•

Diabetic
Seizure
Chest pain
Difficulty Breathing
Fainting
Level "C" Diff
Breath/CP Critical Tasks
1. Access to Scene
2. Information
Gathering/Scribe
3. Primary Assessment
4. Airway
Management/O2
5. Cardiac Monitor
6.
Stabilization/Treatment
(Procedure),
Medications
7. Secondary
Assessment
8. Supervise/Safety
Total Charlie
Assignment
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Number of
Personnel
4 - Sequential
1Concurrent
1 - Sequential
1 - Sequential
1Concurrent
2- Sequential

1 - Sequential
1 - Sequential
4
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LEVEL “D” & “E”: ERF - 1 Engine and 1 Rescue, totaling 6 personnel
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unconscious
Child Birth
Arrest
Gunshot
Major MVA
Cardiac Arrest
Level "D" MEDICAL
Cardiac Arrest
Critical Tasks
1. Access to Scene
2. Information
Gathering/Scribe
3. Code Team Leader
4. Primary Assessment
5. Compressions
6. Airway Management
BVM/O2
7. Cardiac Monitor
Apply
8. IV Access
9.
Stabilization/Treatment
(Procedure),
Medications
10. Airway Advanced
11. Secondary
Assessment
12. Supervise/Safety
Total Delta Assignment
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Number of
Personnel
4 - Sequential
1Concurrent
1Concurrent
1 - Sequential
1Concurrent
1Concurrent
1 - Sequential
1Concurrent
2 - Sequential

1 - Sequential
1 - Sequential
1Concurrent
6
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Level D MVA Major/MCI EMS Calls20: ERF - 1 Battalion Chief, 1 EMS Captain, 3
Engines, 3 Rescue, totaling 16 personnel
Guidelines:
 1st Level – Add three transports units automatically
 2nd Level – Add six additional transports units for a total of nine

General Level – Overwhelmed community capabilities under administrative
response guidelines. IC should consider Metropolitan Medical Response
System resources (MMRS).

Level "D" TRAUMA
Critical Tasks
1. Access to Scene
2. Information
Gathering/Scribe
3. Primary Assessment
4. Airway Management
BVM/O2
5. Cardiac Monitor
Apply
6.
Stabilization/Treatment
(Procedure),
Medications
7. Airway Advanced
8. Supervise/Safety
Total Delta Assignment

Number of
Personnel
4 - Sequential
1Concurrent
1 - Sequential
1Concurrent

Level "D" MVA MAJOR/MCI
Critical Tasks
1. Access to Scene
2. Information
Gathering/Scribe

1 - Sequential
3 - Sequential

4. Triage
5. Extrication
6. FIRE
Suppression/Safety
7.
Stabilization/Treatment

2 - Sequential
1Concurrent
6

3. Incident Command

8. Supervise/Safety
9. Transport
10. Meds Comm
11. Litter Bearers
Total Delta Assignment

20

Number of
Personnel
4 - Sequential
1Concurrent
1Concurrent
2Concurrent
4 - Sequential
4 - Sequential
4 - Sequential
1Concurrent
1-3 Concurrent
1Concurrent
Variable Concurrent
15-17

This ERF can be expected to manage an MCI of approximately 6-10 patients, depending on
triage classification
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Commercial and Industrial Occupancy Fire Risk Assessment
A three step process was implemented to assess structural risk in the Northwest Fire
District. The first step utilized input from station officers familiar with their first due areas as
the primary objective in completing the risk assessment process. Each Company officer was
given a list of commercial occupancies in their first due area, and instructed to select the top
15 occupancies in each risk category (high, medium, and low). Officers were directed to use
their experience and firsthand knowledge of each occupancy in developing their list of
recommendations. This exercise was intended to gain organizational knowledge and
involved using a random sampling of information versus a complete risk assessment
analysis as was done in the 2006 Standards of Cover development process.
The second step of the process involved an assessment tool to formally rate the level of risk
for each occupancy that was categorized into the three risk categories by the engine
companies. For structure risk assessment, NWFD chose to create an objective, District
specific risk assessment measuring tool, modified from information obtained in a CFAI
Standards of Cover workshop (see Attachment 8). It includes elements that were identified
as contributing factors to assessing risk of a particular occupancy. The risk assessment tool
rated 14 elements that contribute to a particular occupancy’s risk to fire. These 14 elements
included:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

International Building Code Occupancy Classification
Construction Type
Total Square Footage
Number of Above Grade Floors
Number of Below Grade Floors
Ground Ladder/Aerial Access to Roof
Maximum Building Occupancy
Mobility of Occupants
Vehicle Access
Fire Flow Required for Firefighting Operations
Percent of Available Water Supply for Required Fire Flow
Automatic Sprinkler System
Fire Alarm System
Exposures

Each element was scored on a scale from 0 to 15, according to pre-established criteria. The
overall risk score was compiled from the data collected from the subjective survey of each
engine company.
The third step in the structure risk assessment process was a review by shift battalion chiefs
to determine the final risk categories and occupancies. Used as another attempt to capture
organizational knowledge from a command officer’s standpoint, the third step review
established the following risk categories:
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•

Severe or Special Risk: Large Industrial and commercial complexes that have any of
the following:
o A large quantity or unusual type of chemicals
o Over 25,000 square feet under roof
o Examples included Marana Air Park, Pima County Wastewater
Treatment Facility, Pima County Solid Waste Management.

•

High Risk: These are occupancies often of substantial size and/or that usually
present a high risk of life loss, loss of economic values to the community, or large
loss damage to property in the event of fire. These occupancies may or may not be
sprinklered and may house non-ambulatory occupants not capable of self
preservation. High Risk occupancies accumulated risk assessment scores of 91 to
115 points. Examples of these occupancies include:
o
o
o
o
o

o
•

Moderate Risk: This category represents the majority of the occupancies in NWFD,
including most non-sprinklered single family and smaller apartment/townhouse style
complexes. They typically have low occupancy numbers and the property damage
and life loss potential is significantly lower than High Risk occupancies. Examples of
moderate risk occupancies may include:
o
o
o
o

•

Large apartment complexes with access issues, non-sprinklered
and/or no fire alarm system.
Schools and day cares (high risk population) – hazard may be
event-based requiring a heightened sense of awareness.
Elder care facilities (high risk population) – includes large buildings
with high occupancy rate, and small assisted-living facilities.
Churches – lightweight construction and open assembly areas.
Strip malls – collapse potential, building construction (common attic
with no fire walls), and threat to firefighters. This category
incorporated many of the occupancies listed under the high and
moderate risk.
Big box occupancies – collapse potential due to bldg. failure (tiltwall construction), risk to firefighters, large openings.

Sprinklered apartment complexes
Sprinklered medium size retail stores and restaurants
Typical single family residences
Small non-sprinklered businesses

Low Risk: These occupancies represent that least risk for fire events. They typically
are relatively small in square footage, are sprinklered, and contain low levels of
combustibles. Examples of low risk occupancies may include:
o
o
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Figure 4.8 on the following page shows the distribution of High Risk occupancies in the
District. This figure illustrates the majority of these risk classifications are in Station 330
and 331’s first due areas and along the I-10 corridor.
Figure 4.9 shows the distribution for all occupancy risk types and indicates a majority of
the low to medium risk types in Stations 330, 331, and 333’s areas.
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Unlike the 2006 Standards of Cover, this structure risk assessment review did not involve
rating all commercial occupancies. A random sampling was used instead. The Fire District’s
Life Safety Service (LSS) Division will continue to maintain currency by generating risk
assessment forms for each new building or occupancy use change that passes through its
division for approval. As established in NWFD SOP #3706, LSS and Operations Divisions
jointly complete risk assessments for commercial occupancies when field units are available
to assist.
An annual review of commercial occupancy risk assessment does not exist with the District.
In the future, an annual review at the battalion and senior staff level is recommended and
should include LSS as well.
Residential Risk Assessment
Approximately 75% of dispatched structured fires in NWFD occur in single family residential
occupancies. Knowing that the majority of structure fires occur in residential structures, a
risk assessment of the general types of residences in each first due area was conducted in
2006 (Stations 330 to 337). A risk assessment score was determined for each of these
areas using the following factors:
∗ Dominant construction type
∗ Dominant size of residences
∗ Overall residential density of first due
∗ Fire history of first due
∗ Water supply
∗ Relative age of residences
∗ Access
• Whether or not there are significant numbers of residents in defined
wildland/urban interface zones.
Stations 338 and 339 (built after the 2007 Accreditation process) first due area were
classified according to the 2006 results, along with the relocation of Station 333. Based on
the risk factors listed above, and relative only within the context of residential structures,
station first due areas were classified as:
 High Risk: Station 331’s area has the highest residential risk assessment score.
This is primarily due to the area’s history of fire events as well as high density and
high number of older mobile homes. Station 330’s first due area was ranked second,
with high density, fire history, wildland urban interface potential and water supply
issues being the major contributors to the score.
 Moderately High Risk: Stations 332-336 shared similar scores for differing reasons.
Stations 32 and 35 first due areas major risk factors for residential structures include
accessibility issues, wildland/urban interface (WUI), and water supply. Station 335’s
first due area risks to residential structures includes a large area of WUI. Station
336’s first due residential risk assessment score was influenced by the mix of mobile
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homes and single family residential structures, as well as the older nature of some of
the original neighborhoods. In addition, water supply issues and accessibility
concerns contributed to a slightly higher score than the more densely populated
areas of stations 333 and 334.
•

Moderate Risk: Station 333, 334, and 338 share moderate risk scores for residential
occupancies. All three areas have relatively high density areas of housing with
adequate water supply available. Station 334’s area includes some wildland/urban
interface and accessibility issues. Stations 333 and 338 first due area encompass
some of the High Risk Occupancies but due to the availability of additional resources
and water supply, the overall first due area is rated as Moderate.

 Low Risk: Station 337 and 339 first due areas represent the lowest residential risk
assessment score of the first due areas, primarily due to the area’s dominance of
new construction and adequate water supply. It should be noted that a portion of this
area represents one of the highest risks in the District from a wildland/urban interface
fire. Some of the residential areas in Station 337 and 339 first due areas are outside
of response time standards. This is another area the District will need to evaluate in
terms of demand zone requirements for service and response time.
Fire Critical Task Analysis
Operations personnel conducted a critical task analysis as part of the Strategic Planning
process in 2009/2010. Structure fire critical tasks as identified in NFPA 1710 were
evaluated from the moment the units set the air brakes on scene to negative fire
problem. The following response levels were evaluated and effective response force
was established for low, moderate, and high fire risk assessment.
Low Risk Category
•

Illegal burn; dumpster, tree, car fire and similar small fire events:
o Locate and Investigate (Entire Crew)
o Size up - Supervision & Safety– (1 P)
o Attack line & Access issues – (2 P)
o Operator (1 P)
ERF – 1 Engine Company with 4 personnel

•

Gas line break (2” or less) task analysis:
o Locate and Investigate (entire crew)
o Size up - Supervision– (1 P)
o Safety (1 P)
o Evacuation & Isolate(2 P)
o Attack line & Access issues – (2 P)
o Operator (1 P)
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ERF – 2 Engine Companies totaling 8 personnel
•

Large vehicle fire and freeway accidents:
o Locate and Investigate (Entire Crew)
o Size up - Supervision– (1 P)
o Safety (1 P)
o Attack line & Access issues – (2 P)
o Back up Hoseline – (2 P)
o Patient treatment (2-4)
o Operator (1 P)
ERF – 2 Engine Companies and 1 EMS/Incident Safety Officer, 1
Battalion Chief totaling 10 personnel.

Moderate Risk Category:
Critical tasks involving residential fires in hydranted and non-hydranted areas were
evaluated. In general, a reported residential house fire is resourced with a BC, EC, 3
Engines, 1 Ladder, and 1 Rescue. A tender is dispatched fires in tender areas as
determined by the 600’ hydrant radius maps (see Attachment 7).
Critical tasks for the Moderate Risk Category are listed on the following pages.
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Residential (HYDRANTED)

Section 4 – Risk Assessment

Structure Fire
Critical Tasks

Number of
Personnel

1. Incident Command
2. Forward
Supervisor*
3. Fire Attack/Water
Supply/Pump
Operations
4. Search/Rescue
5. Rapid
Intervention/OnDeck
6. Back-up Hoseline
7. Ventilation
8. Safety
Total Initial 1st
Alarm Assignment
9. Lights/Air/Utility
10. Rehab
11. Tactical Reserve
Total 1st Alarm
Assignment

1
1

3
2

4
4
4
1
20
1
2
4
27
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Residential (TENDER AREA)
Structure Fire
Number of
Critical Tasks
Personnel
1. Incident Command 1
2. Forward
Supervisor*
1
3. Fire Attack/Water
Supply/Pump
Operations
4
4. Search/Rescue
2
5. Rapid
Intervention/OnDeck
4
6. Back-up Hoseline
4
7. Ventilation
4
8. Safety
1
Total Initial 1st
Alarm Assignment
21
9. Lights/Air/Utility
1
10. Rehab
2
11. Tactical Reserve
4
Total 1st Alarm
Assignment
27
* The forward supervisor position is filled by the first-in captain and does not require an additional
person unless the fire escalates requiring a second alarm assignment. For second alarm and
greater the forward position is filled by an on-duty battalion chief.

Initial 1st alarm ERF = 3 Engines, 1 Ladder, 1 Rescue, 1 Tender (if non-hydranted area) 1
Incident Safety Officer, 1 Battalion Chief.
High Risk Category
Critical tasks involving fires in occupancies such as residential care facilities,
apartments, strip malls, and big box stores were evaluated per the NFPA 1710
standard. In addition, consideration was given to initiating an aggressive fire attack,
pending risk/benefit analysis, upon arrival to minimize the possibility of two events:
Potential life loss and extended on-scene times resulting from under-resourcing
commercial assignments that allow significant burn time without mitigating fire
advance.
Potential building collapse as a result of significant burn time, thus compromising the
building’s integrity and potential firefighter safety due to building failure.
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Recommendations for “front-loading” calls with resources originated at the National
Fire Academy in a class titled “Incident Management for Greater Alarms.” NFA
advocates that by resourcing calls properly upon dispatch, the risks of significant
loss of life and property are properly mitigated. Therefore, the District added a
second ladder to the commercial assignment, increasing the resources available for
large rescue potential and properly venting large buildings. The Heavy Rescue
Squad was also added to the commercial assignment to address the need for
advanced rescue techniques for firefighter safety that may be necessary in large
commercial structures. The second battalion chief was added to the assignment to
assist in the command vehicle as a staff advisor, or take a forward position (Lobby or
Operations) to assist the Incident Commander.
Effective Response Force for commercial assignments in hydranted areas includes
1 BC, 1 EC, 3 Engines, 2 Ladders, 1 Squad, and 1 Rescue, totaling 28 personnel. In
areas of the District that may require tender operations, one tender is added to the
initial response. The critical task analysis resulted in a total 1st Alarm Assignment of
30, which accounted for 2 personnel dispatched to respond in the District’s Rehab
Vehicle (Rehab 335). The rehab vehicle is not dispatched on the initial alarm but
instead is utilized as requested by the IC.

High Risk (HYDRANTED)
Structure Fire
Critical Tasks
1. Incident Command
2. Fire Attack/Water
Supply/Pump
Operations
3. Search/Rescue
4. Rapid Intervention
5. Back-up Hoseline
6. Ventilation
7. Safety
8. Lights/Air/Utility
9. Rehab
10. Staff Advisor
Total 1st Alarm
Assignment
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Number of
Personnel
1

4
8 (2 engines)
4
4
4
1
1
2
1
30
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High Risk (non-hydranted)
Structure Fire
Critical Tasks
1. Incident Command
2. Fire Attack/Water
Supply/Pump
Operations
3. Search/Rescue
4. Rapid Intervention
5. Back-up Hoseline
6. Ventilation
7. Safety
8. Lights/Air/Utility
9. Rehab
10. Staff Advisor
Total 1st Alarm
Assignment

Number of
Personnel
1

5
8 (2 engines)
4
4
4
1
1
2
1
30

1st Alarm ERF = 3 Engines, 2 Ladders, 1 Rescue, 1 Squad, 1 Tender (if nonhydranted area)

Hazardous Materials Risk and Critical Task Analysis
The hazardous materials team developed a risk assessment program to evaluate and rate
the various facilities and transportation networks that represent a hazardous materials risk to
the community. The team is lead by the special operations battalion chief and is currently
classified as a NIMS Type II team. The remainder of the suppression members are trained
to the Operations level as per NFPA 472 standards.
The team consists of 25 members trained to the Technician or Specialty level according to
NFPA 472. Members of the team perform this function as an ancillary responsibility to their
normal suppression and emergency medical service job requirements. The team is housed
at Station 333 where a minimum of three team members are typically on duty.
Apparatus assigned to the team include Engine 333 which carries an assorted, limited
quantity of hazmat equipment and reference material. HazMat 333 is also assigned to the
team which carries a full complement of hazmat equipment and supplies, and is capable of
supporting a Level A entry. Squad 334, housed at Station 334, also carries sufficient
equipment and supplies for Level A entries. In addition, as an ancillary hazardous
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materials apparatus, Light Squad 333 is housed at Station 333 and can be activated if
needed. It carries an assortment of Special Operations equipment, and tows an UTV when
needed. MMRS 336, stationed at Station 336, is also available to assist on Hazmat calls.
This apparatus primarily carries mass decontamination equipment, including a large
inflatable tent and other associated supplies.
The hazardous materials team has developed a tiered incident response system, primarily
based on the system outlined in NFPA 471, Recommended Practice for Responding to
Hazardous Materials Incidents - 2002 Edition, Section 5. It includes three levels, Level I
consisting of a basic low risk, low consequence event, up to a Level III incident which
potentially could be a high risk, high consequence event requiring a number of resources.
NWFD participates as part of the Pima Regional Hazardous Materials Team (PRHMT),
consisting of NWFD, Golder Ranch, Drexel Heights, and Green Valley Fire Districts.
Collectively, the team is comprised of over 50 hazmat technicians and specialists. The team
provides an additional resource for NWFD through mutual aid agreements. Tucson Fire
Department maintains two Rapid Response Teams, consisting of six hazmat/technical
rescue technicians staffing two specialty apparatus. These resources are available through
a state mutual aid agreement.
Critical tasks have been identified using NFPA 472 and OSHA 29 CFR 1920(q) standards
and other standards of practice. Factors used in determining the risk rating included type
and quantity of hazardous materials, potential population affected, and required resources to
respond to an incident. A distribution map (Figure 4.10) on the following page identifies the
risks by category and location, followed by critical task analysis of Levels I-III hazmat
incidents.
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Level 1 Category
•

Small flammable/combustible liquid spill
o ERF – 1 Engine Company with 4 personnel

:

Level 1 - Still Response
Number of
Hazardous Materials
Personnel
1. Access to Scene
4 - Sequential
2. Incident
1 - Concurrent
Command/Safety
3 FRO 3. Evacuate/Isolate
Sequential
4.
1 - Sequential
Identification/Information
Gathering
5. Mitigation
0-3 - Sequential
Total level "1"
4
Assignment
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Level 2 Category
•

Unknown powder/liquid spills (small quantity), minor victim
exposures, minor radiological incidents, etc.
o ERF – 1 Engine Company - 4 personnel, Hazmat Engine Co.
(4), Hazmat truck (2)
Level 2 - Minor Incident Response
Number of
Hazardous Materials
Personnel
1. Access to Scene
4 - Sequential
2. Incident
1 - Concurrent
Command/Safety
3 FRO 3. Evacuate/Isolate
Sequential
4.
1 - Sequential
Identification/Information
Gathering
0-2 5. Air Monitoring
Concurrent
6. Entry/Mitigation
2 - Sequential
7. Backup
0-2 - Sequential
8. Hazmat Group/Safety
1 - Concurrent
0-2 - Sequential
9. Emergency
Decontamination
5-10
Total Level 2 Hazmat
Assignment
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Level 3 Category
•

Unknown powder/liquid/gas (large), possible multiple patient
exposures
o ERF – 2 Engine Companies - 8 personnel, Hazmat Engine
Co. (4), ladder company (4) Hazmat truck (2), EC, BC.
Level 3 - Major Incident Response
Number of
Hazardous Materials
Personnel
1. Access to Scene
4 - Sequential
2. Incident
2 - Concurrent
Command/Safety
4 FRO 3. Evacuate/Isolate
Sequential
4.
1 - Sequential
Identification/Information
Gathering
1-2 5. Air Monitoring
Concurrent
1-2 6. Research
Concurrent
7. Entry Team Leader
1 - Concurrent
8. Entry/Mitigation
2-3 - Sequential
9. Backup
2 - Sequential
1-2 10. Medical
Concurrent
1 - Concurrent
11. Safety
12. Hazmat Group
1 - Concurrent
Supervisor
13. Decontamination
4 - Concurrent
Group
2 - Concurrent
14. Rehab
Total Level 3 Major
Hazmat Assignment

21

22-27 21

additional resources will be dispatched depending on need and complexity of the incident, drawing
from the Pima Regional Hazmat Team, Tucson Fire RRT, and possible call-back of additional
NWFD team members.
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Technical Rescue Risk & Critical Task Analysis
Like hazardous materials responses, technical rescue responses are tiered in nature.
NWFD relies on responding the closest company to the event to evaluate the nature of the
scenario, recognizing limitations or capabilities of the individual company. Successful
outcomes depend on the awareness of call takers, dispatchers, and company officers to
recognize the event and call appropriate resources early. All companies throughout the
District have received awareness level training and have limited equipment within the scope
of their training. The hazardous materials team members are also trained to the operations
level to support the technical team in achieving critical task completion. Companies from
both teams train together and support one another to achieve initial response force
effectiveness.
The response force is determined mainly at three intervals; initial receipt of call when
dispatchers use response menus appropriate to call type, updates en-route, and upon
arrival of the first company. Therefore, in a typical dispatch the closest company responds,
evaluates the scenario, evaluates available resources, and begins to establish the incident
action plan. Company officers may continue large scale responses or reduce response force
for scenarios within the scope of their training level.
The Special Operations personnel evaluated the District for areas with higher risk levels
for the five Technical Rescue disciplines. The following areas were identified:
•

Rope/High Angle: The Tucson Mountain Range has numerous cliffs and rock
faces, and is frequented by local hikers and recreationists. Low angle rescue
occurs frequently with outdoor enthusiasts such as mountain bikers and
equestrians who also enjoy the desert terrain. The Tortolita Mountains also
have numerous hiking, mountain bike, and equestrian trails that traverse
moderate to very rough terrain. The recent opening of the Ritz-Carlton resort in
the Tortolitas has increased the number of inexperienced visitors that use the
trails and in turn increase the probability of TRT incidents in these mountains.

•

Swift Water: The District has numerous roads with dry wash crossings that can
quickly fill with flood waters during times of heavy rainfall. The largest
concentrations of these washes are located in the Western portion of the
District, but due to our topography and road construction, there is not any area
that is not affected. The Santa Cruz River runs on a North South venue through
the District, and provides drainage for a watershed area that reaches as far
south as the Mexico International Border. This drainage, though normally only
containing a small stream of water from the Waste Water Treatment Plant, can
become a raging river with water depths of over 30 feet, and up to a ¼ mile wide
in places. The Canada del Oro and Rillito Rivers have also significant sources
of swift water rescues over the years. These rescues are often joint efforts with
Golder Ranch Fire District and Tucson Fire Department. Though the Central
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Arizona Canal in the Northwest portion of the District is completely fenced and
under security enforcement, it possesses the potential to entrap canal workers,
or others who may breech the security lines. Agriculture irrigation waterways are
in the northwestern area of the District and cause concern as they are not
secured and their flows are intermittent.
•

Trench Rescue: The Ina Waste Water Treatment plant is currently undergoing
major construction, and trench operations are common, creating an area with a
high potential for trench rescue. Additional potential problem areas occur
across the District, typically wherever new construction is occurring. Loose
sandy soils that contribute significantly to trench collapses, are prevalent near
the major drainage ways described above, but pockets of this type of soil can
occur in isolated areas throughout the District.

•

Confined Space: The Ina Waste Water Treatment plant has numerous areas
where confined space rescue techniques may be required. Additionally, there
are numerous construction and manufacturing companies located along the I-10
corridor that have conveyor belts, shafts, and other buildings that have a high
risk of needing Confined Space technicians and equipment. Utility company
underground vaults are located throughout the District. The Central Arizona
Project also has significant confined spaces at their pumping station in the
northwest area of the District.

•

Structural Collapse: The building construction in NWFD is relatively new, with
the vast majority of structures constructed in the past 30 years under various
recognized building codes. As such the risk for structural collapse is relatively
low. However, there are normally several moderate to large scale construction
projects in progress in the District at any one time that pose a higher risk of
structural collapse, depending on the stage of construction. The area is at a low
risk for earthquakes, the USGS rates the area as a seismic zone “1” (scale = 05, 0 being the lowest rating).
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In the spring of 2011 members of the technical rescue team determined critical tasks for the
four primary disciplines of technical rescue and the associated required effective response
forces. Critical tasks and ERF’s for TRT incidents are identified and described on the
following pages.

Rope/High Angle
Critical Task
IC
Safety
OPS/TSO
Reconn
Edge
Main Line
Belay Line
Subtotal: TRT Ops
EMS
Air/lights
Rehab
Subtotal: Support
TOTAL
Trench
Critical Task
IC
Safety
OPS/TSO
Shoring Leader
Shore Team 1
Shore Team 2
Panel Team 1
Panel Team 2
Subtotal: TRT Ops
EMS
Decon/HM
Rehab/air/lights
Subtotal: Support
TOTAL
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TECHNICAL RESCUE CRITICAL TASKS
Swiftwater
Personnel
Critical Task
1 ops
IC
1 TRT
Safety
1 TRT
OPS/TSO
2 TRT
Spotters
2 TRT
Rigging RT
2 TRT
Rigging LT
2 TRT
Boat Team
Subtotal: TRT Ops
11
2 ops
EMS
1 ops
Decon/HM
1 ops
Rehab/air/lights
Subtotal: Support
4
15
TOTAL
Confined Space
Personnel
Critical Task
1 ops
IC
1 TRT
Safety
1 TRT
OPS/TSO
2 TRT
Entry
2 TRT
Backup
2 TRT
Communications
2 TRT
Rigging
2 TRT
Air Monitoring
Subtotal: TRT Ops
13
2 ops
EMS
4 HM/ops
Decon/HM
2 ops
Rehab/air/lights
Subtotal: Support
8
21
TOTAL

Personnel
1 ops
1 TRT
1 TRT
3 TRT
2 TRT
2 TRT
4 TRT
14
2 ops
4 HM/ops
2 ops
8
22
Personnel
1 TRT
1 TRT
1 TRT
2 TRT
2 TRT
1 TRT
2 TRT
2 TRT/HM
12
2 ops
4 HM/ops
2 ops
8
20
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TECHNICAL RESCUE EFFECTIVE RESPONSE FORCE
Rope/High
Swiftwater
Trench
Angle
Rescue
Battalion Chief
1
1
1
First due Engine
1
1
1
Ladder
1
1
1
Rescue
1
1
1
TRT engine
1
1
1
TRT truck
1
1
1
Hazmat engine
---Hazmat/Command
---truck
Utility truck
*
*
*
Tucson FD RRT
-*
*
nd
2 battalion chief
*
*
*
Division Chiefs
*
*
*
Call back of NWFD
**
**
**
TRT team members
TOTAL Personnel
17
14
23
RESOURCE
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Confined
Space
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
*
*
*
*
**
20

Wildland/Urban Interface (WUI) Risk and Critical Task Analysis
The Northwest Fire District Wildland Team is a seasonal/full time program maintained to the
NWCG (National Wildland Coordinating Group) standard. The program is staffed with a full
time battalion chief (fire management officer) who runs the day to day operations year round
and provides operational and fiscal oversight to the team. The Ironwood Hotshots were
established in 2008, upgrading the existing Type 2 IA crew to the Type 1 level. The crew
served as a trainee crew for two years, before being regionally and nationally accredited as
an Interagency Hotshot Crew. This is the first Hotshot crew in the nation to be employed by
a fire district. The District’s fire management organization also utilizes several full time
structural personnel who fill collateral duties: a battalion chief who acts as an assistant to the
FMO oversees the overall engine program, and represents the District at the Arizona State
Red Card Committee.
During the fire season, a structure captain is in charge of scheduling personnel to staff the
wildland engines—off duty structure firefighters with Wildland qualifications are utilized to
supervise the wildland engines, utilizing two to three seasonal employees to fill out the
engine staffing. The Hotshot leadership is composed of seven full time positions. These
personnel are responsible for all seasonal recruitment, testing and training. The remainder
of the crew is filled with 13 seasonal employees.
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An applied research paper regarding the wildland/urban interface area within NWFD was
completed by a senior staff member in November ’05 for the National Fire Academy
Executive Fire Officer Program. The research preliminarily defined the areas of
wildland/urban interface (WUI) within NWFD, primarily based on satellite imagery and rated
these areas in terms of risk. The factors used in the analysis of the satellite imagery
consisted of structure density, aspect, slope, and vegetation. The research confirmed there
is a sizeable area of the District at high or moderate risk from this type of event. In the
spring of ’06, wildland team members followed up on this preliminary data by performing
field surveys of these areas to define the risk in more detail and to determine the required
response should there be an event in a particular WUI defined area. Figure 4.11 illustrate
the different levels of WUI risk areas within the District. The field survey utilized was largely
based on the 2003 International Urban/Wildland Interface Code, Appendix C, Fire Hazard
Severity Form. This survey was verified in 2011 by the current Wildland staff.
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The wildland staff conducted a critical task analysis for several WUI related incidents. The
critical task process followed recognized national guidelines and included local experience
with wildland fire behavior22. The following tables illustrate the critical tasks and required
effective response force for wildland fires both in and out of season.23,24

CRITICAL TASK

Incident Command
Look Out (Safety)
Division/Group Supervisors
Initial Fire Attack
Pump Operations/water
supply
Initial Attack Subtotal:
Structural Triage/
Evacuations/Preparations
Firing/Holding Operations
Dip Site
Logistics
Planning
Air Tactical Group Supervisor
Liaison
Completion of Alarm
Subtotal:
TOTAL:

Small Fire
In
Out of
season season
1
1
0
0
0
0
6
2
1
1

Large Fire
In
Out of
season season
1
1
0-2
1
0-2
0-2
21-19
7
3
2-3

Fire
endangering
structures
1
1-2
0-4
43-23*
3-5

8
0

4
0

23-28
0-3

11-14
2-4

28-55
8-20

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0-8
0-2
0-2
0-1
1
1
2-18

0-4
0-2
0-1
0-1
0-1
1
2-13

8-20
2-3
1-3
1-2
1
1
22-50**

8

4

25-39

14-28

50-105

*The difference of 20 personnel in the Initial Attack force is based on the Northwest Fire District Type II IA crew being in
district and available.
** Any fire endangering structures beyond initial attack subtotal will require a combination of automatic aid, mutual aid,
and cooperative agreements with Local, County, State, and Federal resources to meet critical tasks.
Figure

22

Based on NWCG Incident Response Pocket Guide, Fireline Handbook and Red Book for fuel
model F.
23
NWFD wildland fire season is generally from May until mid to late July, depending on weather
conditions.
24
All values that are ranges are based on the complexity of the incident and the availability of
resources in accordance with Southeast zone, Region 3, and national preparedness levels.
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Effective Response Force Matrix
Small Fire Large Fire
Structures
Threatened
Initial Full Initial Full
Initial
Full*
0
1
1
2
2
2

Type 1 Engine

1

2

2

3

2

3

Ladder

0

0

0

0

1

2

Rescue

0

0

0

0

1

2

Type 3 Engine

1

2

2

2

2

2

Type 6 Engine

0

0

0

1

1

1

Type 2 Tender

0

0

1

2

2

2

Safety Officer

0

0

0

1

1

2

Command Truck

0

0

0

0

0

1

Utility Truck

0

0

0

1

1

1

Type 1 Hotshot Crew

0

1

0

1

1

1

Fire Management Officer

0

0

1

1

1

1

Tactical Air Group
Supervisor
Liaison

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

PIO

0

0

0

1

1

1

Command Staff

0

0

0

2

2

4

Total Personnel

8

10

11

1152

53

53-73

*Any fire endangering structures beyond initial attack subtotal will require a combination of automatic aid,
mutual aid, and cooperative agreements with Local, County, State, and Federal resources to meet critical
tasks.
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Large Scale Risk Analysis
While not having many of the significant natural disaster risks that other areas of the country
have, the Northwest Fire District recognizes that there are, nonetheless, large scale hazards
within its boundaries that have the potential to significantly impact the District in several
ways including:
•
•
•
•

life safety
economic
environmental
social

A task group of shift battalion chiefs met to identify the major large scale hazards and rate
them in terms of vulnerability and hazard potential. The process utilized to rate the hazards
is patterned from the National Fire Academy’s Leading Community Risk Reduction course.
This model quantifies each hazard by using a series of matrices and consists of five steps:
Step 1 - Listing large scale hazards that are known to exist within the District, based on
history, staff experience, and a review of the District’s geographic, economic,
environmental, and infrastructure profile.
Step 2 - Determine the probability of occurrence.
Step 3 - Determine the vulnerability for each hazard.
Step 4 - Calculate the hazards rating as a product of (probability) x (danger).
Step 5 - Classify the hazards into three levels; high, moderate, and low.
Ten large scale hazards were identified and rated by the task group. The hazards and their
classification scores are discussed below:
1. Pandemic issues: classification score = 6, (Moderate) – In recent years one of
the major threats to public health is Influenza and the possibility of a large-scale
outbreak. The Tucson region recently experienced a threat of H1N1. The District
established an Internal Incident Management Team to develop a plan of action
for the possibility of an outbreak, including developing provisions for alternative
staffing levels in case of call volume overload or employees and their families
affected by an outbreak. Accommodations have been made the last two years to
ensure personnel receive flu vaccinations.
2. WMD/Terrorism Event: classification score = 6, (Moderate) - While the
vulnerability of a terrorism event is relatively high, the likelihood is low. The
chances of our involvement in such an incident will be more likely outside the
District, assisting the City of Tucson or the Phoenix valley fire departments. The
District has prepared for a Weapons of Mass Destruction event at many levels in
the organization, including participating in local and regional drills to selected
personnel attending the many training opportunities offered by various federal
agencies. All operations personnel have completed a terrorism awareness level
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and several members of the Hazmat Team have been internally classified as
WMD Specialists based on the training they have received.
3. Mass Casualty Incident: classification score = 6, (Moderate) - There are several
sources that could produce a mass causality event within the District. These
include a bus crash (school, public or private bus), Amtrak derailment, active
shooter (January 8th, 2011 Tucson incident), and mass casualty events created
by other large scale incidents, such as an aircraft crash or hazmat event. The
District participates in the Metropolitan Medical Response System with Tucson
Fire Department, which provides for equipment as well as the rapid deployment
of personnel to assist at mass casualty events. In addition, the District
participates in mass casualty drills on a regular basis.
4. Large Hazardous Materials Release Event: classification score = 6, (Moderate) This includes fixed site and transportation incidents. The Hazmat Team has
identified major “target” hazards and completed pre-planning functions for them.
The transcontinental railroad, Interstate 10, and high pressure/high capacity
natural gas and petroleum product pipelines that transect the District largely
contribute to this being a highly rated hazard in the District. Should there be a
large release of a hazardous material in gas form within the developed area of the
District, thousands of residents could potentially be adversely affected.
5. Flood event along the Santa Cruz River: classification score = 4, (Low) The
Santa Cruz River runs through approximately 15 miles of the Northwest Fire
District. Approximately half of the adjacent land has significant development or
infrastructure adjacent to, or within the 100 year floodplain. While much of the
river is lined with soil cement in developed areas, in the event of a failure of this
flood control construction, hundreds of homes would be at risk of flooding. In
addition, there are only four bridges over the river in the District; should any or all
of the bridges be compromised in a flood event, it would create serious response
capability issues. There have been two significant flood events along the Santa
Cruz within the District boundaries in recent history, occurring in 1983 and 1993.
6. Weather related events other than floods: classification score = 4, (Low) Each
year in Southern Arizona a monsoonal weather pattern develops, beginning in
early to mid July and lasting until early September. Severe thunderstorms are
often triggered by this pattern, and can include very strong winds and an
abundance of lighting and rain. Microbursts occur with some regularity during the
monsoon season, resulting in isolated, moderate to heavy damage to structures,
as well as occasional injury or death. The heavy downpours accompanying
these storms often create localized flooding resulting in possible improved
property damage, injury, or death to the public. The Technical Rescue Team has
preplanned areas of likely swift water rescues, and regularly staffs “squads” of
TRT personnel during predicted periods of severe weather.
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7. Large Aircraft Crash: classification score = 4, (Low) - The Northwest Fire District
has one municipal airport (Marana/Northwest Regional Airport) within its
boundaries and one large private airport approximately 2 miles to the northwest of
its most northwestern boundary point. The airspace over NWFD is also used as
departure and arrival routes to Davis-Monthan Air Force Base and Tucson
International Airport. History of this type of event includes the crash of a U.S.
Marine Osprey in 2001, which killed 19 Marines, and several single engine plane
crashes at various locations in the District, most in the vicinity of the
Marana/Northwest Regional Airport. The District has a rapid response ARFF
truck for responses at the Marana/Regional Airport, and ensures personnel
stationed near the airport conduct facility walkthroughs and train on ARFF
practices. The Hazmat Team has also conducted training with Arizona National
Guard and Tucson International Airport fire departments to become familiarized
with various types of aircraft that fly over the District and the hazards they can
present in an emergency.
8. Large Apartment Complex Fire: classification score = 3, (Low) – The probability of
a large apartment complex fire was increased due to the number of such
complexes within the District, particularly in the urban core. Access issues
elevated the likelihood that a large incident would occur due to the inability to
stage and deploy sufficient resources in a timely manner.
9. Extended Power Failure: classification score = 2, (Low) - Should there be a wide
spread, extended interruption of power within or adjacent to NWFD, there would
be serious consequences for the delivery of emergency services. These include a
number of service delivery issues, such as the notification process of an
emergency, failure of traffic control devices, and possibly disruption in
communications. Each fire station has a generator to provide electrical power in
the event of a power failure.
10. Wildland/Urban Interface fire: classification score = 2, (Low) - The District
wildland fuels consist mainly of grass and shrubs, with a heavier fuel loading of
brush and trees in the washes and arroyos. The horizontal continuity of these
fuels is the main factor in rates of spread, fireline intensity, and resistance to
control. Abundant rainfall is necessary to produce a grass crop sufficient to
create this horizontal continuity. The Southwestern United States has been in a
long term drought, and grass growth in the undeveloped areas of the District has
been minimal, which has lessened the occurrence of problematic wildland fires.
If there are sufficient fuels though, the District’s topographic features, coupled
with the normal weather patterns and limited ground access, could produce very
fast moving fires with extreme potential to quickly surpass the District’s
suppression capabilities. Large scale evacuations of residential areas could be
needed, and critical electronic infrastructure in the Tucson Mountains could be
compromised.
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Section 5 – Performance Parameters
The following integrated performance goals, objectives, and measurements have been
established based on community expectations, risk assessment, and the development of
the two demand zones.

Residential Structure Fire
Goal: An initial effective response force of a minimum of 20 personnel
deployed via 3 engine companies, 1 ladder company, 1 rescue company,
1EC and BC.
Measure:
∗

Demand Zone A – The first company shall arrive within 8 minutes, 55
seconds total response time for 90% of the time. The remaining
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 13 minutes, 0
seconds response time for 90% of the time.

∗

Demand Zone B - The first company shall arrive within 11 minutes, 25
seconds total response time for 90% of the time. The remaining
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 16 minutes, 0
seconds total response time for 90% of the time.

Performance Objective: To stop the escalation of a fire where found.
Typically this includes search and rescue for victims, confining the fire to the
room of origin, limiting the heat and smoke damage to immediate area of the
room of fire origin. The first arriving engine company initiates search/rescue
and fire attack operations, the second arriving engine company provides a
back-up line and/or RIC, the first arriving ladder/ladder company provides
ventilation and loss control measures as necessary.

Commercial Structure Fire
Goal: An initial effective response force of a minimum of 28 personnel
deployed via 3 engine companies, 2 ladder companies, 1 rescue company, 1
squad,1EC and 1 BC.
Measure:
∗

Demand Zone A – The first company shall arrive within 8 minutes, 55
seconds total response time for 90% of the time. The remaining
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 13 minutes, 0
seconds response time for 90% of the time.
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Demand Zone B - The first company shall arrive within 11 minutes, 25
seconds total response time for 90% of the time. The remaining
balance of the full alarm shall arrive within 18 minutes, 0 seconds total
response time for 90% of the time.

Performance Objective: To stop the escalation of a fire where found. Typically
this includes search and rescue for victims, confining the fire to the room of
origin, limiting the heat and smoke damage to immediate area of the room of
fire origin. The first arriving engine company initiates search/rescue and fire
attack operations, the second arriving engine company provides a back-up
line and/or RIC, the ladder companies provides ventilation and loss control
measures as necessary.

Emergency Medical Services
Goal: An effective response force of 2 to 4 personnel (depending on severity
of emergency), with a minimum of 1 paramedic as part of the force, deployed
via a rescue or engine company to initiate basic or advanced life support
activities as appropriate. For larger events, an effective response force of 16
personnel is deployed via 3 engines, 1 rescue, EC and BC.
Measure:
∗

Demand Zone A - The first paramedic engine/ladder/rescue company
shall arrive within 7 minutes, 49 seconds response time for 90% of the
time. If the incident requires a full medical alarm, the balance of the
effective response force shall arrive within 12 minutes 0 seconds for
90% of the time.

∗

Demand Zone B - The first paramedic engine/ladder/rescue company
shall arrive within 9 minutes, 44 seconds total response time for 90%
of the time. If the incident requires a full medical alarm, the balance of
companies shall arrive within 17 minutes, 0 seconds for 90% of the
time.

Performance Objective: Stop the escalation of a medical emergency, within
the capabilities of the effective response force. Specifically, assess patients
and prioritize care to minimize death and disability, intervene successfully in
life-threatening emergencies, stabilize patients to prevent additional suffering,
and provide basic or advanced life support and arrange for transportation to a
treatment facility as necessary.
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Hazardous Materials
Level I Event
Goal: An effective response force of 4 to 11 personnel deployed via one
engine company and if required, a hazmat engine, hazmat truck, and battalion
chief.
Measure:
∗

Demand Zone A – The first engine company shall arrive within 9
minutes, 51 seconds total response time for 90% of the time.

∗

Demand Zone B - The first engine company shall arrive within 14
minutes, 41seconds response time for 90% of the time. .

Performance Objective: To isolate, evacuate, and identify the hazardous
material(s) that created the emergency. A limited offensive strategy may be
utilized at this level, limited by the number and capabilities of the first
responder/operations and hazardous materials technicians available on the
responding companies.
Level II Event
Goal: An effective response force of 16 personnel deployed via 1 engine
company, 1 hazmat engine company, 1 ladder company, 1 rescue company,
Hazmat truck, EC, and BC.
Measure:
∗

Demand Zone A – The first engine company shall arrive within 9
minutes, 51 seconds total response time for 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 14 minutes, 0
seconds total response time 90% of the time.

∗

Demand Zone B - The first engine company shall arrive within 14
minutes, 41 seconds total response time 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 17 minutes, 0
seconds total response time 90% of the time.

Performance Objective: To initially isolate and identify the product(s), and
evacuate civilians that may potentially be exposed to the product(s). Upon
arrival of sufficient resources and expertise, test, sample, contain, extinguish
and/or abate the hazard(s). This includes utilizing any kind of specialized
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gear, tools, equipment or knowledge that the NWFD hazmat team or other
outside resources may have a need for.
Level III Event
Goal: An effective response force of a minimum of 36 personnel deployed via
2 engine companies, 1 hazmat engine, 1 ladder company, 1 rescue company,
hazmat truck, utility truck, rehab truck, 1 EC, 1 battalion chief, 2 Tucson Fire
Department Rapid Response Team companies, and additional hazmat techs
as required from the Pima Regional Hazmat Team.
Measure:
∗

Demand Zone A – The first engine company shall arrive within 9
minutes, 51 seconds total response time 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive on-scene within 60
minutes total response time 90% of the time.

∗

Demand Zone B - The first engine company shall arrive within 14
minutes, 41 seconds total response time 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 60 minutes
total response time 90% of the time.

Performance Objective: To initially isolate and identify the product(s), and
evacuate civilians that may potentially be exposed to the product(s). Upon
arrival of sufficient resources and expertise, test, sample, contain, extinguish
and/or abate the hazard(s). This includes utilizing any kind of specialized
gear, tools, equipment or knowledge that the NWFD hazmat team or other
outside resources may have need.

Technical Rescue
Rope/High Angle Rescue Event
Goal: An effective response force of 19 personnel via 2 engine companies, 1
heavy rescue company (RRT squad), one rescue company, EC, BC.
Measure:
∗

Demand Zone A – The first engine company shall arrive within 8
minutes, 55 seconds total response time for 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 14 minutes, 0
seconds total response time 90% of the time.
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Demand Zone B - The first engine company shall arrive within 11
minutes, 25 seconds total response time 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 17 minutes, 0
seconds total response time 90% of the time.

Performance Objective: To initially determine the number, location and
condition of victims involved in the incident. The initial response force will
assess terrain, hazards, and resource needs while conducting
reconnaissance operations and determining strategy. Upon arrival of
sufficient resources, victims(s) will be extracted using the lowest risk option
possible.
Swift Water Rescue Event:
Goal: An effective response force of 22 personnel via 2 engine companies, 1
heavy rescue company (RRT squad), 1 ladder company,1 rescue company,
EC, BC.
Measure:
∗

Demand Zone A – The first engine company shall arrive within 8
minutes, 55 seconds total response time for 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 14 minutes, 0
seconds total response time 90% of the time.

∗

Demand Zone B - The first engine company shall arrive within 11
minutes, 25 seconds total response time 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 17 minutes, 0
seconds total response time 90% of the time.

Performance Objective: To initially determine number, location and condition
of victims involved in the incident. The initial response force will assess
hazards and resource needs while conducting recon operations in
determining strategy employing upstream spotters and downstream backups.
Upon arrival of sufficient resources, victim(s) will be extracted using the lowest
risk option possible.
Trench Rescue Event
Goal: An effective response force of 21 personnel via 2 engine companies, 1
heavy rescue company (RRT squad), 1 ladder company,1 rescue company,
EC, BC.
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Measure:
∗

Demand Zone A – The first engine company shall arrive within 8
minutes, 55 seconds total response time for 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 14 minutes, 0
seconds total response time 90% of the time.

∗

Demand Zone B - The first engine company shall arrive within 11
minutes, 25 seconds total response time 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 17 minutes, 0
seconds total response time 90% of the time.

Performance Objective: To initially determine number, location and condition
of victims involved in the incident by securing witnesses and competent
person at site. The initial response force will assess hazards and resource
needs in determining strategy. Isolation, crowd control, language barriers and
secondary hazards are key items to be identified and controlled. Upon arrival
of sufficient resources, victim(s) will be extracted using the lowest risk option
possible.
Confined Space Event
Goal: An effective response force of 21 personnel via 2 engine companies, 1
heavy rescue company (RRT squad), 1 ladder company,1 rescue company,
EC, BC.
Measure:
∗

Demand Zone A – The first engine company shall arrive within 8
minutes, 55 seconds total response time for 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 14 minutes, 0
seconds total response time 90% of the time.

∗

Demand Zone B - The first engine company shall arrive within 11
minutes, 25 seconds total response time 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 17 minutes, 0
seconds total response time 90% of the time.

Performance Objective: To initially determine number, location and condition
of victims involved in the incident by securing witnesses and competent
person at site. The initial response force will assess the type of space,
hazards associated with the space and secure entry permit on site in
determining strategy. Isolation, crowd control, language barriers and
secondary hazards are key items to be identified and controlled. Upon arrival
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of sufficient resources, victim(s) will be extracted using the lowest risk option
possible.

Wildfire
Small Fire Event25
Goal: An effective response force is 8 personnel deployed in a type I and type
III engines during fire season (1 April - 15 July). Or four personnel deployed in
a type I engine the remainder of the year.
Measure:
∗

Demand Zone A – The first engine company shall arrive within 8
minutes, 55 seconds total response time for 90% of the time. If the
incident requires, a Type III engine company and tender shall arrive
within 15 minutes total response time 90% of the time from the time of
resource request (during wildland season).

∗

Demand Zone B - The first engine company shall arrive within 11
minutes, 25 seconds total response time for 90% of the time. If the
incident requires, a Type III engine company and tender shall arrive
within 15 minutes 90% of the time from the time of resource request
(during wildland season).

Performance Objective: Keep all unwanted small vegetation fires contained
to the area of origin with one engine company utilizing wildland strategy and
tactics from the Incident Pocket Response Guide book and the Fire Line Hand
Book; including placement of basic scratch line, direct suppression of the fire
with water, and mop up to prevent rekindle.
Large Fire Event26
Goal: An effective response force is 25-27 personnel deployed on type II
engines, one type II water tender, two type III engines, one type VI engine,
two crew carriers, EC, and one BC during fire season. Or 12-14 personnel
deployed on two type I engines, one type VI engine, one type II tender, and
one BC.
Measure:
25

A small fire event is defined as an “in the median”, ”along the road” , warming fires or other areas
with a limited amount of fuels or limited potential for spread
26
A large fire event is defined as areas with severe fire potential, canyons, the foothills interface
areas, a large field, in heavy brush near washes or riverbeds.
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∗

Demand Zone A – The first engine company shall arrive within 8
minutes, 55 seconds total response time for 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 90 minutes
total response time.

∗

Demand Zone B - The first engine company shall arrive within 11
minutes, 25 seconds total response time for 90% of the time. The
balance of the effective response force shall arrive within 90 minutes
total response time.

Performance Objective: Establish a command system to meet incident safety
needs, operational requirements, and request the resources to effectively
contain large vegetation fire with in the span of control and strategic and
tactical guidelines of the Incident Pocket Response Guide book and the Fire
Line Handbook; including placement of basic hand line construction, burnout
operations, support from firefighting aircraft, direct suppression of the fire with
water, and mop up to prevent rekindles.
Endangering Structures Event27
Goal: An effective response force is for initial attack is 28-48 personnel
deployed on three type I engines, one ladder company, one rescue company,
two type III engines (or two additional type I engines in the off season), one
type VI engine, two type II tenders, two crew carriers, EC, four to five chief
officers, and one command truck. The remaining balance of the alarm 22-50
personnel will be requested through automatic aid, mutual aid, cooperative
agreements with Local, County, State, and Federal agencies.
Measure:
∗

Demand Zone A – The first engine company shall arrive within 8
minutes, 55 seconds total response time for 90% of the time. The
balance of NWFD staffed resources shall arrive within 13 minutes 90%
of the time. Outside resources requested through auto and mutual aid
agreements shall arrive within 90 minutes total response time 90% of
the time.).

∗

Demand Zone B - The first engine company shall arrive within 8
minutes, 55 seconds total response time for 90% of the time. The
balance of NWFD staffed resources shall arrive within 16 minutes 90%
of the time. Outside resources requested through auto and mutual aid

27

Defined as fire with severe potential associated with heavy fuel loads, unobstructed fire runs
toward structures and/or extended exposure of structures to extreme radiant heat leading to
combustion of the structure(s) and fire spread throughout the interface.
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agreements shall arrive within 90 minutes total response time 90% of
the time (during wildland season)..
Performance Objective: Establish a command system to meet incident safety
needs, operational requirements, and strategy and tactics guidelines of the
Incident Response Pocket Guide and Fire Line Handbook. Initiate
evacuations and attempt to limit the spread of fire through multiple structures
trying to maintain the fire at the block or sub-division of origin. Utilizing hand
line construction, mechanical fuels reduction, pre-treating structures with
foam, ring firing around values at risk, conducting burnout operations, direct
suppression of the fire with water, support from firefighting aircraft, identifying
homes that can or cannot be defended, not committing resources on a “loser”,
requesting resources to assist when District resources are overwhelmed, and
mopping up to prevent rekindle.
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Section 6 – Compliance Methodology
Resource Management and Response Reliability
Response reliability is the probability that the required amount of staff and apparatus
assigned to a defined area will respond when an emergency occurs in that area within the
desired response time. In reality, there are times when a first due company is out of the
area or is unavailable, for example, when it is at an incident. This requires a second due
company to be assigned to the response. Depending on the distance of the second due
company, the call may not be handled within the desired total reflex time. It is this extended
total reflex time, or customer interval, that makes looking into the Response Reliability
important. This is particularly important in the Northwest Fire District where, in some cases,
second due units have to travel a significant distance.
The major influence on response reliability is typically thought to be the volume of calls in a
particular first-due area. There is generally an inverse relationship between an increased
volume in calls and response reliability; as the service demand for emergency service grows
in an area, the response reliability percentage goes down. In addition to already being
assigned to an incident, there are other circumstances that prevent a first due company from
being available, such as getting fuel at a location out of the area, or making a trip to fleet
maintenance for a short duration repair, or being moved out of its first due to cover a busier
station that is on a planned activity.
Of particular note here is recognizing that the busier stations in terms of call volume, as
indicated in Section 3, are 330, 331, 333, and 334. These four stations are also the same
four stations responding to the most time-sensitive EMS calls, as indicated in Section 5.
Time-sensitive EMS calls not only require a quick response for patient care, but may involve
extended scene times, as is the case with general medical call, due to complexity of the
EMS care (i.e. IV drug administration) solutions.
Addressing demands on service, especially during peak activity times, has been a point of
emphasis for the District. Ensuring sufficient coverage in all areas during periods of high call
volume or high activity (training, prevention activities, etc. is a major initiative for Operations
personnel. The four stations (330, 331, 333, and 334) with the highest call volume 75.5% of
all calls in the District), cover 62.6% of the District’s population in 38 square miles and
demonstrated an average first due reliability of 97.6% in 2010. The remaining stations
responded to 24.5% of all calls in the District, covering 37.3% of the District’s population in
102 square miles, and demonstrated an average first due reliability of 90.1% in 2010.
Overall in 2010, the District’s ten stations averaged 96.7% in response reliability for all call
types. This is an improvement from the 2006 SOC figure of 86%28.

28

Northwest Fire District Standards of Response Cover, Section 8, July 2006
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Figure 6.1

FIRST
DUE
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339

SQUARE
MILES
8
5
12
6
19
17
35
19
12
7

PCT
15.1%
18.1%
5.6%
16.1%
13.3%
4.7%
3.6%
3.5%
17.9%
2.0%

CALL
VOLUME
PCT
25.1%
22.9%
2.4%
17.0%
10.5%
2.8%
6.3%
3.2%
9.5%
0.4%

FIRST DUE
RELIABILITY
98.6%
97.4%
90.6%
98.6%
95.7%
89.1%
88.5%
90.0%
95.9%
86.7%

In the past NWFD has utilized ArcView GIS software to determine static placement of
resources and theoretical response potential. The District’s resource distribution has been
modeled after the NFPA 1710 Standard and four minute response times.
Figure 6.2 depicts a distribution of calls responded to within the 4 and 8 minute travel times
as defined in NFPA 1710.
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Establishing Trigger Mechanisms for Compliance
The number of incidents that a unit responds to during the course of a day has a direct effect
on its reliability. A unit that is consistently running calls will sooner or later be unavailable for
another incident in its first due and another unit will be assigned that second call. As
indicated in the chart below it is clear that first due unit reliability in their own response area
is lower than first due reliability, which indicates that the NWFD response system is
adequately covering response areas with second due units when first due units are
unavailable. Performance benchmarks, including the benchmarks stated in Section 6 of this
document should be integrated into the information included in Attachment 8 will be
reviewed annually for a more accurate reflection of system performance.
The CFAI Standards of Cover, 5th Edition, recommends four measures of performance that
can be used to evaluate system performance and unit performance:
•
•
•
•

Emergency Workload; defined as the number of calls for service occurring in the
response area.
Commit Time; defined as the time between dispatch and when a unit becomes
available from an emergency call.
Availability; defined as the amount or percentage of time a unit is available to
respond to an emergency within its service area.
Reliability; defined as the “number of calls for service, in relationship to the total
number of serviced calls in which units performed within the performance
benchmarks.”

Three of these four performance measures were calculated into the system analysis table
shown above. There is not a high degree of confidence that the current CAD system
produces reliable data for commit times. The District will utilize commit time in the future for
system analysis once the new Innergraph CAD system is operational in 2012. Utilizing a
formal system analysis process will enable the District to make decisions on system
reliability, establish thresholds to use in adding or deleting resources from the response
system, modify first due areas based on performance gap analysis, and determine
alternative service adjustments as reflected in compliance review.

Communicating Expectations to the Organization
NWFD will be utilizing the FirstWatch® dashboard measurement system to analyze
compliance to performance benchmarks. Implemented in late summer, 2011 FirstWatch®
integrates CAD data and Firehouse data to analyze system performance. Although
relatively new to the NWFD management information system, below is a small sample of the
types of compliance information that FirstWatch® will provide the District.
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The FirstWatch® dashboard program will be available on desktops at all work stations for
chief officers and features a variety of system management options. For example,
FirstWatch® deploys an alerting system to supervisory personnel for an “Out of Chute”
time constructed of CAD generated time stamps between dispatch time and unit
responding time. The alerts and triggers are user defined and can help organizations
monitor when resources are not available to meet current need as well as other defined
benchmarks. An added benefit to the FirstWatch® program will be the ability to
download information into Excel spreadsheets for use as reporting tools.
As part of the plan for communicating expectations of performance, a recommendation will
be developed from this SOC for NWFD to incorporate performance metrics (as developed
through the FirstWatch® dashboard program) into the District’s Strategic Plan (Balanced
Scorecard), and subsequently into the performance evaluations for all positions. For
example, suppression personnel may be evaluated according to turnout time standards and
training requirements in addition to their regular job duties. Shift Battalion Chiefs may be
evaluated based on the response time results for their battalion, system status management
(i.e. response reliability), and percentage of fires contained to the room of origin. Division
Chiefs may be evaluated on overall system performance (first-due response reliability) and
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compliance in response time benchmarks. Establishing accountability measurements for all
personnel will serve to align the District’s mission with everyday performance.

Validating Compliance
A process, developed in an SOP format, needs to be established with criteria for validating
performance. This process should include monthly evaluations for system performance.
This can be accomplished through a reporting mechanism that currently includes a threestep process. All station captains are required to submit a monthly report to their Battalion
Manager with an overview of the month’s activities. Battalion managers are responsible for
submitting a similar activity report for their battalion and shift to the Division Manager. The
Division Manager is then responsible for submitting a monthly report to the Fire Board.
Defining contents for all three levels of monthly reporting will need to incorporate
performance metrics of the SOC and be defined in the SOP.
Quarterly system review should occur at the Battalion and Division level with consideration
given to the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Performance by unit: Response Time
Performance by first-due: Response Reliability
Overall Performance: An analysis of benchmark performance
An annual review by senior staff of system performance, utilizing a systems approach
as well as a review of benchmark performance.
An annual review of performance by the Fire Board and subsequent adjustment or
adoption of service level objectives.
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Section 7 – Overall Evaluation & Recommendations
Overall Evaluation
Through the development of response performance standards as identified in this document and
shown below, performance gaps can be identified as well as areas exceeding agency standards.
As stated earlier in this document, 2010 data was used to compile baseline performance standards.
In some cases, such as Special Operations (Hazardous Materials and Technical Rescue) and ARFF
response, insufficient data was available to establish baseline standards that significantly reflect
performance. This is due to a number of factors including an inadequate and antiquated CAD system;
lack of full integration of the District’s data management system (Firehouse); and lack of call volume in
some specialized areas. For example, the ARFF baseline performance standard is based on a single
response in 2010 to a small airplane crash at Marana Air Park. While use of the Firehouse data
management system has improved over the last three years, tracking modules exist in Firehouse to
measure performance standards for first due and effective response force, which are currently not
being utilized for standard report writing.
In order to achieve the benchmark performance standards as shown on the next page, improvements
in call processing time and turn-out time will be emphasized. With the integration of a new CAD
system (Intergraph) at City of Tucson Communications to be operational in 2012, senior staff
determined that a reasonable benchmark for call processing time would be a reduction of 15 seconds
from the 2010 All Call Types baseline of 1:42. In addition, although company turnout times have
trended downward from 2008 to 2010 (1:55 to 1:33), a further reduction in turn-out times f 15 seconds
was established by senior staff as a performance benchmark.
Due to the complexity of the road system within the District and the expectation of major road
construction over the next 10 years, establishing a travel time benchmark at this point would be
detrimental to safety of responders. Instead the District will monitor performance in areas that can be
controlled, such as call processing time and turnout time. ERF benchmark times for Special
Operations and TRT are one minute longer than Fire or EMS to allow for crews splitting up upon
dispatch and driving multiple specialized apparatus to the emergency scene (i.e. ARFF truck, Squad,
etc. ).
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Recommendations
Regarding the delivery of emergency services and the development of this Standards of
Cover document, areas needing improvement were identified. The following
recommendations for action items include status updates if the action item is related to 2006
SORC recommendations.
Recommendation #1:
Analyze the need for a third demand zone in remote response areas of stations
332, 335, 337, and 339. This may involve surveying residents to determine their
expectations for emergency response; developing alternative response strategies
and configurations based on community expectations; and examining
preventative education programs for a third demand zone. If a third demand zone
is deemed necessary, performance benchmarks will need to be established for
emergency response and monitored.
Recommendation #2: (continuation of 2006 SOC recommendation)
Initiate real-time distribution of performance measurements to all chief officers, and
in turn, to company officers. This would include data regarding alarm processing
time, turn-out time and travel time. These measurements would be classified by
time of day, shift, battalion, station, and any other classification that chief officers feel
would enable them to more efficiently manage this aspect of emergency service
delivery. Performance benchmarks as established in this document should be
incorporated into the FirstWatch® web-based dashboard monitoring program.
Recommendation #3:
Develop a prevention inspection program based on risk classification to include
annual walkthroughs by engine companies for commercial and high risk
occupancies, updating preplans and emergency contact information. Coordinate the
development of an engine company inspection program to assist LSS with
commercial occupancies and incorporate inspection data into Firehouse. Information
gained from annual walkthroughs can be incorporated into annual risk assessments
by senior staff to determine if alternative response strategies are necessary.
Recommendation 4:
Develop an engine company pre-plan program that is sustainable and user-friendly
at the field level. The pre-plan program must fully integrate the new CAD system,
Firehouse data, and the mapping program available on MDT’s to give real-time
situational awareness to responding personnel.
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Recommendation 5:
Strategic evaluation of EMS call types to include statistical analysis for the most
common EMS calls to include:
• Emergency response trends based on month of year and time of day to
evaluate what preventative or targeted response measures may be
instituted for each call type.
• Evaluate specific areas with higher incidence of falls injury necessary for
targeted fall prevention training/programs.
Recommendation 6:
Develop a SOP to validate compliance with performance benchmarks, and to
analyze system performance. This would include monthly, quarterly, and annual
reporting from Captain level to Fire Board acceptance. The system analysis table
referred to in the “Compliance Methodology” section of this document should be
incorporated into the District’s annual report for public understanding and Fire Board
Review.
Recommendation 7:
Align the SOC and performance benchmarks into the District’s Strategic Plan, and
include consideration of incorporating portions of the performance benchmark criteria
as part of a measurable factor of all company officers as well as supervising chief
officers’ annual evaluations. The alignment of Strategic Planning and Standards of
Cover allows for a thorough organizational review process that addresses technical,
operational, fiscal, and policy review. Adding performance benchmarks to annual
evaluations will tie system performance and individual accountability.
Recommendation 8:
Incorporate completion of the “NFPA 1710/1720 Information” Firehouse reporting module
into the District’s QA process to ensure that reliable data regarding first due and effective
response force performance benchmarks are meeting standards.
Recommendation 9:
Implement a trigger for “Commit time” as stated in the Compliance Methodology
section, in order to obtain an accurate record of on-scene times, and assist in
tracking Unit Hour Utilization (URU). URU data can be utilized to determine when
to add or delete additional resources to the response system. Currently the
District does not have a trigger point to make resourcing decisions.
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Recommendation 10:
Continue to refine data collection within the District’s current capabilities to
enable decision-making. Research and implement new methodologies for
measuring individual and system performance.
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Glossary
Advanced Life Support (ALS) Emergency medical treatment beyond basic life
support level as defined by the medical authority having jurisdiction.
Alarm A signal or message from a person or device indicating the existence of a fire,
medical emergency, or other situation that requires fire department action.
Automatic Aid A plan developed between two or more fire departments for immediate
joint response on first alarms.
Baseline Performance Current level of performance.
Benchmark Performance Level of performance the District is trying to achieve longterm.
Company A group of members: (1) Under the direct supervision of an officer; (2)
Trained and equipped to perform assigned tasks; (3) Usually organized and
identified as engine companies, ladder companies, rescue companies, squad
companies, or multi-functional companies; (4) Operating with one piece of fire
apparatus (engine, ladder truck, elevating platform, quint, rescue, squad,
ambulance) except where multiple apparatus are assigned that are dispatched
and arrive together, continuously operate together, and are managed by a single
company officer; (5) Arriving at the incident scene on fire apparatus
Frequency The number of occurrences per unit time at which observed events occur
or are predicted to occur.
Hazard A condition, situation, attitude, or action that creates or increases expected loss
frequency or severity.
Hazardous Material A substance that presents an unusual danger to persons due to
properties of toxicity, chemical reactivity, or decomposition, corrosivity, explosion
or detonation, etiological hazards, or similar properties.
Incident An occurrence, either human-caused or a natural phenomenon, that requires
action or support by emergency services personnel to prevent or minimize loss of
life or damage to property and/or natural resources.
Incident Commander The fire department member in overall command of an
emergency incident.
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Incident Safety Officer An individual appointed to respond or assigned at an incident
scene by the incident commander to perform the duties and responsibilities of
that position as part of the command staff.
Mutual Aid Reciprocal assistance by emergency services under a prearranged plan.
Probability The likelihood or relative frequency of an event as expressed as a number
between 0 and 1.
Rapid Intervention Crew (RIC) A dedicated crew of fire fighters who are assigned for
rapid deployment to rescue lost or trapped members.
Risk A measure of the probability and severity of adverse effects that result from an
exposure to a hazard.
Total Response Time The sum of alarm handling (call processing), turn out, and travel
times.
Turnout Time The time beginning when units acknowledge notification of the
emergency to the beginning point of response time.
Working Fire Any fire within a structure or building fire causing significant damage to
the building and its contents.
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Attachment 8
STATION
First-Due Workload
First-Due Workload(DAY 08:00 19:59)
Any 1st Due Unit Reponses in
the First-Due
First-Due Unit Availability
First Due (All Units) <538 sec
First Due UnitCalls < 538 sec
Calls missed in first-due
Calls Missed in first-due-that
met standard
First-Due Reliability
First-Due-Unit Reliability
First Due (All Units) <538 sec
(DAY)
First -Due Reliability (DAY 0819:59)
Other than 1st due Reliability
UNIT Workload (All Areas)
ENGINE
RESCUE
LADDER
BATTALION CHIEF
TENDER
ADAPTIVE RESPONSE
ENGINE (ARE)
by station 1ST Due (ARE)
Other than 1st Due UnitCalls <
538 sec
Other than 1st due reliability
(ARE)
Attachments

32

2010 RELIABILITY
33
34
234
1746
1049

30
2569

31
2422

1769

1538

139

1138

2381
92.68%
2534
2360
188

2142
88.44%
2360
2142
280

199
85.04%
212
186
35

174
98.64%
91.86%

218
97.44%
88.44%

1749

35

36

37

285

661

300

38
965

39

652

179

450

197

611

22

1496
85.68%
1721
1480
250

939
89.51%
1004
909
110

272
95.44%
254
246
13

622
94.10%
585
565
39

259
86.33%
270
232
41

759
78.65%
925
740
206

19
63.33%
26
18
11

26
90.60%
79.49%

241
98.57%
84.77%

95
95.71%
86.65%

8
89.12%
86.32%

20
88.50%
85.48%

38
90.00%
77.33%

185
95.85%
76.68%

8
86.67%
60.00%

1517

130

1124

631

165

404

177

596

21

98.87%
92.55%
30
1335
1795
--------18

98.63%
77.86%
31
985
1787
68
149
-----

93.53%
74.29%
32
331
-----------------

98.77%
96.40%
33
889
1135
-------------

96.78%
86.36%
34
548
758
-------------

92.18%
61.54%
35
306
------------5

89.78%
51.28%
36
679
------------4

89.85%
92.68%
37
310
---------

95.45%
72.73%
39
89
---------

-----

97.55%
89.81%
38
1006
30
79
128
-----

----23

----21

----1

----28

----15

----4

----4

----5

253
57

----0

23

21

1

28

15

4

4

5

55

0

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

96.49%

0.00%

30

-----

